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Abstract: In this work, we analyse and demonstrate possible strategies to explore
extended Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). In par-
ticular we concentrate on heavy Higgs decays to electroweakinos. We analyse the Higgs to
electroweakino decays in the allowed MSSM parameter space after taking into account 13
TeV LHC searches for supersymmetric particles and phenomenological constraints such as
flavour physics, Higgs measurements and dark matter constraints. We explore some novel
aspects of these Higgs decays. The final states resulting from Higgs to electroweakino de-
cays will have backgrounds arising from the Standard Model as well as direct electroweakino
production at the LHC. We demonstrate explicit kinematical differences between Higgs to
electroweakino decays and associated backgrounds. Furthermore, we demonstrate for a few
specific example points, optimised analysis search strategies at the high luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) run. Finally, we comment on possible search strategies for heavy Higgs decays
to exotic final states, where the lightest chargino is long lived and leads to a disappearing
track at the LHC.
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1 Introduction
In the search for extensions of the Standard Model, the pursuit of extended Higgs sector
remains an important avenue to determine whether the Standard Model (SM) Higgs is the
only elementary scalar or is a part of family. Such heavy Higgs is being searched for at
the LHC via its decays to the SM final states. The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) is an example where such an extended Higgs sector necessarily arises and
contains two Higgs doublets [1–4]. The MSSM Higgs sector at tree level can be described
completely by only two parameters, viz. the ratio of the vacuum expectation value (vev) of
the two Higgs doublets, tanβ and the pseudoscalar Higgs mass, MA. There are five Higgses
in this model as compared to only the one in the SM. These are two neutral scalar Higgses
(h,H), one neutral pseudoscalar Higgs (A) and two charged Higgses (H±). The neutral
heavy Higgs boson can be produced at the LHC via the gluon-gluon fusion (ggH) or the
bottom quark annihilation (bbH). The associated heavy Higgs production and vector boson
fusion channels are suppressed due to alignment limit implied by observed properties of the
SM Higgs. The relative strength of the two modes depends on tanβ, which encodes the
ratio of vacuum expectation values. A similar consideration also determines the dominant
decay mode of the heavy Higgs. Note that WW/ZZ final states are suppressed due to
alignment limit. At large tanβ, heavy Higgs coupling to down-type quark and leptons
become important. Therefore the bb¯ fusion production rate (bb¯ → H/A) dominates over
the gluon fusion mode and the branching ratio for H/A → τ+τ− becomes large. This
channel, bb¯ → H/A → τ+τ− probes low MA and high tanβ parameter space [5]. These
probes are further complemented with gg → H/A→ hh [6–8] and gg → H/A→ tt¯ [9, 10]
searches in the low tanβ parameter space.
Despite these searches, a large part of heavy Higgs parameter space remains allowed,
particularly in the intermediate tanβ regime. This intermediate tanβ regime is particularly
difficult to probe via the Standard Model (SM) final states as the heavy Higgs branching
ratio to SM final states is taken over by the Higgs decays to supersymmetric particles if
kinematically allowed. Among supersymmetric particles, the most interesting sector is the
electreoweakino sector of the MSSM. Due to comparatively weaker LHC limits, the heavy
Higgs to decays into these final states are still possible. The MSSM electroweakino sector
consists of four neutralinos and two charginos. The neutralinos (χ˜01, χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
3, χ˜
0
4) are mixtures
of the gauginos i.e. bino (B˜0), wino (W˜ 0) and higgsinos i.e. H˜0u, H˜
0
d . Similarly the charged
components of the gaugino i.e. W˜± and higgsino i.e. H˜+u , H˜−d mix to form 2 chargino
mass eigenstates (χ˜±1 , χ˜
±
2 ). We refer to them as electroweakinos. The heavy Higgs can
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therefore decay into any combination of these four neutralinos or two charginos depending
on phase space and couplings. This gives rise to multiple heavy Higgs decay modes. We
collectively label such decays of heavy Higgs to supersymmetric (susy) final state as Higgs
to susy decays throughout this work.
Complementary to the heavy Higgs searches [11], multiple LHC searches for direct
electroweakino production exist. These target electroweakino production via SM mediators
i.e. Z,W, γ and decays into SM final states in association with missing energy (/ET ).
Such production modes however require off-shell SM mediators as the collider searches
constrain the electroweakino masses above 100 GeV over a large region of parameter space.
Production of electroweakinos via heavy Higgs decays on the other hand can target on-
shell heavy Higgs as a mediator, yielding distinct kinematics in the final states. This
presents another opportunity to search for extended Higgs sector beyond the SM final states
discussed before. To exploit the kinematic features and suggest further search strategies
for heavy Higgs sector is the main aim of our work.
There have been several studies on the phenomenological aspects of heavy Higgs decays
to electroweakinos [12–28]. Collectively these studies demonstrated the importance of
mono-X (X = j,W±, h, Z, γ) final states while exploring heavy Higgs to susy decays, and
demonstrated the LHC potential to do so. In particular, a recent study [27], demonstrates
the reach of HL-LHC for heavy Higgs decays to susy particles in dilepton plus missing
energy final state within the MSSM. This study uses the so called clustered transverse mass
mCT variable for discrimination between the Higgs to susy signal and the SM backgrounds.
It considers only ggH production mode and finally, it does not include direct production
of susy backgrounds which also leads to mono-X final states. Going beyond these previous
studies, in this work we add the backgrounds arising from direct susy production, consider
ggH and bbH Higgs production modes separately and demonstrate the HL-LHC potential
to probe Higgs to susy decays in multiple final states.
We employ a strategy similar to the one considered by a recent CMS search [29]. The
principle difference between our studies and that of the search is that we target the ggH
and bbH production modes separately. We furthermore study the effects of additional
b-jets in signal distributions. Finally, we specifically consider susy models, which are not
considered in the CMS analysis. It will none-the-less be interesting to recast the CMS
search to understand the reach for models considered in this work. This is beyond the
scope of the work and we leave it for future studies.
With respect to signal over background optimisation, a particularly interesting situa-
tion arises while analysing Higgs decays to chargino. In general within the MSSM parameter
space, the lightest chargino can be long lived [30, 31], particularly if it is wino-like. Should
the heavy Higgs branching ratio to chargino be large, it can lead to heavy stable charged
particles or disappearing tracks at the LHC, which have very little background from other
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sources in detector. In the final part of our work, we elaborate such possible decay modes
and suggest a few strategies for searches.
The plan of the paper is as follows: we investigate a few benchmark scenarios and
discuss Higgs to susy cross sections in section 2. In section 3, we discuss the numerical
setup of our 19 dimensional MSSM parameter space scan and demonstrate the cross sec-
tions for mono-X final states, we also explore salient kinematical differences between signal
and background distributions. From here onwards we specifically look at the impact of
resonance mediated susy production on the event kinematics, we explicitly demonstrate
the impact of presence of a resonance. In section 4 we propose for a few benchmark points,
optimised set of cuts leading to several different significances. We furthermore present a
benchmark study of LLP in section 5. Finally in section 6, we conclude.
2 Benchmark scenarios and their features
The relative hierarchy of the higgsino-gaugino mass parameters affect the gaugino-higgsino
content of the mass eigenstate electroweakinos. The heavy higgs decays to electroweakinos,
if kinematically allowed, are enhanced if both the gaugino and higgsino content are sizable,
as this maxmimises the couplings of the heavy Higgs with the electroweakinos. The same
hierarchy also affects the direct production of electroweakinos due to its effect on couplings
of the SM particles to them as well as on their masses. We comment on the relative
importance of the two modes, one where electroweakinos are produced via heavy Higgs
decays and the other direct electroweakino production. To illustrate possible Higgs to susy
decay modes and resulting final state at the LHC, in this section we consider three different
gaugino - higgsino mass hierarchies. These hierarchies are responsible for generating either
bino - higgsino or wino - higgssino-like light electroweakinos. We also compare and contrast
this with direct production of electroweakinos via SM mediators.
To illustrate this case by case, we select a few benchmark scenario in the MSSM
parameter space and discuss some salient features of the Higgs and electroweakino sector.
No experimental constraints are applied at this point for benchmark choices. We have
however taken care to keep the lightest Higgs boson mass within 122− 128 GeV [32]. An
investigation of allowed parameter space by including all experimental constraints will be
discussed in section 3. The MSSM parameters are chosen as follows,
MA = 1 TeV, 4 < tanβ < 20, M3 = 5 TeV, At = − 5 TeV,
Ae,µ,τ,u,d,c,s,b = 0, Me˜L,µ˜L,τ˜L,e˜R,µ˜R,τ˜R = 5 TeV,
MQ˜1L ,Q˜2L ,Q˜3L ,
= 5 TeV, Mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R,t˜R,b˜R, = 5 TeV.
(2.1)
Keeping these parameters fixed, we change the gaugino and higgsino mass parameters
which results in different possible scenarios, as we discuss below.
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Case-1
In this scenario, we fix the wino mass parameter M2 at 1500 GeV and vary the higgsino
and bino masses. This results in a mixed bino - higgsino like scenario.
Case-1a :
The higgsino and bino mass parameters are chosen as µ = 450 GeV and M1 = 370
GeV. Therefore, the LSP (χ˜01) becomes bino-higgsino mixture (bino fraction 89.72 %, hig-
gsino fraction 10.26 %), the 2nd lightest neutralino (χ˜02) is higgsino-like (higgsino fraction
99.83 %) and the χ˜03 is mixed state of bino and higgsino (bino fraction 10.16 % and higgsino
fraction 89.56 %). In Fig 1 we plot the resulting branching ratios as a function of tanβ.
For phase space reasons, the heavy Higgs decays to susy particle always involves one χ˜01
while the other can be χ˜02/χ˜
0
3. The H → χ˜01χ˜02 and A → χ˜01χ˜03 branching fractions can be
as large as ∼ 19% and ∼ 13% respectively, depending on the value of tanβ. Owing to the
large bino-fraction, the branching ratio for the χ˜01 pair production can be at most ∼ 2%
(5%) from H (A) decay.
Direct production of such neutral electroweakinos is however suppressed as neutralino
coupling to Z requires a purely higgsino like nature, the only available channel here being
neutralino production via SM Higgs.
These electroweakinos further decay to χ˜01 in association with a SM final state. The
χ˜02 and χ˜
0
3 decay via a Z boson with a 100% branching ratio due to available phase space
and coupling structure. This gives rise to mono-Z + /ET signature at the LHC.
Along with the decays of heavy Higgs to electroweakino final states, it is also inter-
esting to note that the heavy Higgs itself can be produced in cascade decays of heavier
electroweakinos. In the benchmark scenario considered, the heaviest neutralino, χ˜04 being
heavier than the heavy Higgses, (H/A) can decay via χ˜04 → (H/A) + (χ˜01/χ˜02,3) final state.
This branching ratio can reach up to ∼ 4% in this scenario. This process is important
because if this branching is significant then this can contribute to the production of heavy
Higgs. At the same time, current limits on heavy Higgs mass requires the progenator elec-
troweakinos to be heavy thus limiting the reach of LHC for such processes. These processes
might nonetheless be interesting at future 100 TeV colliders. A detailed investigation is
however beyond the scope of this work and we leave it for future considerations.
Case-1b :
In this scenario, the higgsino mass parameter is fixed at µ = 450 GeV and the bino mass
parameter is chosen to be M1 = 300 GeV. Hence like in the previous case, gaugino and
higgsino composition are similar except χ˜01 becomes bino-like (bino fraction 95.80 %). The
main difference in this scenario as compared to the previous one is the difference between
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Figure 1: Dominant branching ratios for heavy CP-even and CP-odd Higgs decays to
individual electroweakino modes (top panel), the total branching ratio for two heavy Higgs
(bottom left), branching ratio of heaviest neutralino decays to heavy Higgs (bottom right)
for the case-1a. The wino, bino, higgsino mass parameters M2,M1, µ are fixed at 1500,
450 and 370 GeV and tanβ is varied.
M1 and µ mass parameter, which is more than the SM Higgs mass. We display the heavy
Higgs to electroweakino branching ratios as a function of tanβ in Fig. 2. The heavier
neutralinos viz. χ˜02 and χ˜
0
3 can also decay to the LSP via SM Higgs boson. Since χ˜
0
2 is
higgsino-like, it dominantly decays to χ˜02 → χ˜01 + Z (BR ∼ 98.17 %) which will give rise
to the mono-Z + /ET final state, however since χ˜
0
3 is admixture of bino and higgsino state
it dominantly decays to χ˜03 → χ˜01 + h (BR ∼ 93.98 %). This can lead to a mono-h +/ET
signature at the collider.
Case-1c :
In the final variation of case-1, we change the bino mass parameter to even lower value,
M1 = 100 GeV. Here we get a bino-like LSP (bino fraction 98.73 %) and two higgsino
state, viz. χ˜02, χ˜
0
3 (higgsino fraction 98.53 %, 99.80 % respectively). As the neutralino nature
in this case is more distinct than mixed cases discussed previously, the direct production
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Figure 2: Dominant branching ratios for heavy CP-even and CP-odd Higgs decays to
individual electroweakino modes (top panel), the total branching ratio for two heavy Higgs
(bottom left), branching ratio of heaviest neutralino decays to heavy Higgs (bottom right)
for the case-1b. The wino, bino, higgsino mass parameters M2,M1, µ are fixed at 1500,
300 and 450 GeV and tanβ is varied.
of pure higgsino state is possible. The following decay processes can give rise to mono-X
final state topologies, viz.
pp→ χ˜02χ˜02, χ˜02 → χ˜01 + h
pp→ χ˜02χ˜03, χ˜02 → χ˜01 + h, χ˜03 → χ˜01 + Z
pp→ χ˜03χ˜03, χ˜03 → χ˜01 + Z.
Here, the χ˜02, χ˜
0
3 can decay to χ˜
0
1 with rate, BR(χ˜
0
2 → χ˜01h) ∼ 85.93 % and BR(χ˜03 →
χ˜01Z) ∼ 88.13 %. The branching ratios of heavy Higgs to electroweakinos are shown in
Fig. 3. The generic features for this scenario remain the same as in cast-1b, however in
this hierarchy, the χ˜02 decays to h while the χ˜
0
3 decays to Z final state.
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Figure 3: Dominant branching ratios for heavy CP-even and CP-odd Higgs decays to
individual electroweakino modes (top panel), the total branching ratio for two heavy Higgs
(bottom left), branching ratio of heaviest neutralino decays to heavy Higgs (bottom right)
for the case-1c. The wino, bino, higgsino mass parameters M2,M1, µ are fixed at 1500,
100 and 450 GeV and tanβ is varied.
Case-2 :
As opposed to previous benchmark where we considered a mixed bino-higgsino benchmark,
we now discuss the phenomenological properties of a mixed higgsino - gaugino scenario.
This is acquired by considering near degenerate M1,M2, , µ. We select the mass parameters
as M1 = 300 GeV, µ = 350 GeV and M2 = 400 GeV, hence resulting in electroweakinos
which are mixed state of both the gaugino and higgsino components. As we fix heavy
Higgs (H/A) mass at 1 TeV, it can decay to any neutralino/chargino pair. The dominant
branching ratios are shown in Fig 4. The heavy Higgs dominantly decays to electroweakinos
with maximum branching ratio of 80% depending on the tanβ which is an advantage for
searching for heavy Higgs via resonant electroweakino production. skIt should also be noted
that because of the degenerate soft mass parameters, direct production of pure higgsino
or gaugino state is highly suppressed. This scenario therefore shows the following unique
final state properties. The χ˜02 and χ˜
0
3 can decay to the LSP via 2-body decay as well as
– 8 –
3-body decay. The 3-body decays with appreciable branching ratio are the following.
χ˜02 (χ˜
0
3)→ χ˜01 + `+ + `− (BR ∼ 6.15 (9.84) %)
χ˜02 (χ˜
0
3)→ χ˜01 + q + q¯ (BR ∼ 40.47 (64.52) %)
χ˜02 (χ˜
0
3)→ χ˜01 + ν + ν¯ (BR ∼ 12.36 (19.71) %)
where ` = e, µ, τ ; q = u, d, s, c, b and ν = νe, νµ, ντ . The two body decay (via loop) includes,
χ˜02 (χ˜
0
3)→ χ˜01 + γ (BR ∼ 3.09 (1.86× 10−2) %)
These can give rise to different possible final state signatures at the collider, viz. (2/3/4)-
lepton +/ET , 2-lepton + jets +/ET , 2-lepton + γ + /ET , 2γ + /ET etc. The lightest chargino
i.e. χ˜±1 also decays via 3-body decay, viz.
χ˜±1 → χ˜01 + q + q¯′ (BR ∼ 66.80 %)
χ˜±1 → χ˜01 + `+ ν (BR ∼ 33.28 %)
where q = u, c and q′ = d, s. So, we can get multi-lepton + /ET , multi-jet + /ET and lepton
+ jets +/ET final state from chargino pair production. This scenario therefore demonstrates
a rich structure of final states which can potentially be probed at the LHC.
Case-3 :
Instead of decoupled wino-like state as done in case-1, if we rather consider wino-like LSP
(χ˜01), the lightest chargino can have longer lifetime. Heavy Higgs decays to such long lived
states give rise to charged tracks at the collider and present another interesting set of
collider signatures. To obtain such a long lived chargino, we fix
M1 = 1000 GeV, M2 = 300 GeV, µ = 500 GeV.
It should be noted that the chargino must contain some fraction of higgsino as the heavy
Higgs only decays to an admixture of gaugino higgsino states. This necessitates considering
low µ as well as M2. We plot the resulting branching ratios in Fig. 6. The branching ratio
of heavy CP-even Higgs to pair of light charginos is about 6% while the branching ratio of
CP-odd Higgs to chargino pair can be as large as 14% for this choice of parameters.
Computing the correct chargino lifetime for such analysis however non-trivial. From
theoretical calculation [33–35], the wino-like and higgsino-like chargino can have a decay
length ∼ a few cm and ∼ mm−µm respectively. In case of the wino-like chargino, the mass
difference between the charged and neutral wino state at the tree level is suppressed by
a factor of ∼ m4W
Λ3
where Λ ∼ µ,M1, (µ,M1  mW ). Here the mass splitting arises from
loop-corrections to make the chargino long-lived. On the other hand, the mass splitting
– 9 –
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Figure 4: Dominant branching ratios for heavy CP-even and CP-odd Higgs decays to
individual electroweakino modes (top panel), the total branching ratio for two heavy Higgs
(bottom right), branching ratio of heavy Higgs decaying to charginos (bottom left) for the
case-2. The wino, bino, higgsino mass parameters M2,M1, µ are fixed at 400, 300 and 350
GeV and tanβ is varied.
between the higgsino-like chargino and neutralino arises at the tree level and the one-loop
corrections are generally small. Predictions for lifetime from spectrum generator depend on
whether such loop corrections are accounted for. Here we use Suspect2 [36] to generate the
mass spectrum of susy particles. Since the loop corrections to the chargino and neutralino
mass matrix are absent in Suspect2, the mass difference between wino-like χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
1 is
negligibly small and results in a large the chargino decay length, ∼ km range (green line in
left plot of Fig. 5). In the right plot of Fig. 5, we compare this mass splitting between the
lightest chargino and neutralino, generated by Suspect2 with the actual one-loop result
where the 1-loop data has been taken from the Fig.3 of [33] for the case of µ = 2M2.
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3 pMSSM random scan
It has been previously shown that the heavy neutral Higgs boson in the MSSM has a
significant branching ratio to susy final states [23, 26, 37, 38]. It is however important to
analyse the phenomenologically viable parameter space and understand the signal cross
sections of heavy Higgs to susy final states. In order to achieve this, a large scan within 19
dimensional pMSSM using random scan was performed. Table 1 details the ranges of the
scan. The points resulting from the random scan were compatible with dark matter direct
detection constraints [39], the flavour physics constraints [40, 41], LEP constraints [42] and
Higgs signal strengths as well as searches for heavy Higgs at the colliders. These constraints
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were checked using micromegas [43], HiggsSignals, HiggsBounds [44–48]. It is important
to note that no constraints on the relic density of the dark matter were applied. In doing
so, we allow for the possibility of a non-thermal history in the early Universe. The resulting
points were then passed through SUSY-AI [49] and SModelS-1.2.2 [50–54] in order to test
against the LHC 8 and 13 TeV constraints. SModelS contains up to 36 fb−1 results from
the susy searches at ATLAS [55–79] and CMS [80–118], therefore, the most recent updates
of susy searches with higher luminosity have not been accounted for. For SModelS, the
production cross sections were computed with Pythia8 [119, 120], the branching ratios
with SUSY-HIT [121], NLO corrections to the production cross sections were evaluated
using NLL-FAST [122–128]. Finally, it should be noted that there is a basic difference in
the way SUSY-AI and SModelS evaluates LHC constraints. SUSY-AI uses machine learning
techniques to infer the viability of a MSSM parameter point based on the existing public
results from ATLAS pMSSM analysis [129]. SModelS on the other hand uses simplified
model technology to decompose the input spectra into the corresponding simplified model
topologies. It compares the theory cross sections resulting from decomposition procedure
with the corresponding experimental results. While SUSY-AI is more robust than SModelS
in this aspect, SModelS contains a more comprehensive and updated database of results
compared to SUSY-AI. Drawing outright comparison between the two codes is therefore
non-trivial.
Parameter range Parameter range
M1 [1, 1000] MA [100, 2000]
M2 [100, 1000] µ [0, 1000]
M3 [700, 5000] tanβ [1, 60]
me˜R,µ˜R 3000 me˜L,µ˜L 3000
mτ˜R [80, 2000] mτ˜L [80,2000]
mq˜3L [500, 10000] mq˜1L,q˜2L 3000
mt˜R [500,10000] mb˜R [500,10000]
Ab [-2000, 2000] At [-10000, 10000]
Aτ [-2000, 2000] Au,d,e 0
mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R 3000
Table 1: The ranges of MSSM parameters searched by random scan. The mass scales are
in GeV units.
For direct detection, we utilised the latest results form the XENON1T collabora-
tion [39], while the theory parameter space was appropriately rescaled by ζ where ζ is
defined by ζ = Ωh2central/Ωh
2
theory, where Ωh
2
central = 0.1189 [130]. Here, we a parametric
form of the direct detection cross section similar to [23].
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Constraint name Range
B → Xsγ [2.583, 4.057]× 10−4
Bs → µµ [1.2912, 4.8974]× 10−9
Table 2: Flavour physics constraints used in our random scan. We consider 10% un-
certainty around central value as theoretical error which is added in quadrature with the
experimental error to get the total error. This range is obtained by including two times this
total error (2σ).
3.1 Scan results
The results of our scan in particular show that tanβ & 20 is ruled out for a heavy Higgs
mass mA < 1 TeV. On the other hand, all values of 5 < tanβ < 60 are allowed for
mA & 1.65 TeV. We will not further discuss the features of the parameter space, however
this exercise demonstrates that particularly in the electroweak sector a large parameter
space remains unconstrained by the current experimental searches (see Appendix A for
details).
With this allowed parameter space as a base for our further studies, we concentrate
on mono-X signatures at HL-LHC. As has been demonstrated before [26, 37], the heavy
Higgs decays to susy particles mostly lead to mono-X final states after accounting for
phenomenological constraints, hence we expect these signatures to be the most promising
ones in the search for heavy Higgs to susy decays. More concretely, we calculate the yield
at HL-LHC configuration for the following processes,
gg → H/A→ χ˜01 χ˜02,3, χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 (h/Z),
bb¯→ H/A→ χ˜01 χ˜02,3, χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 (h/Z).
In Fig. 7, we show event yield at 3 ab−1 for the mono-Z and mono-h final states arising
from aforementioned channels as a function of mA and tanβ. We compute the heavy
Higgs production cross section using SusHi [131]. Furthermore, we divide event yields in
two categories corresponding to ggH and bbH Higgs production processes. The production
cross section is in general higher for the gg initiated Higgs prodction in the low mA and
low tanβ region, therefore leads to higher event yield. Since heavy Higgs coupling to the
down type quarks is proportional to tanβ, the event yield in case of bb¯ initiated production
increases for larger tanβ values. In general the event yield reaches up to 105 events in
ggH mode for Higgs masses less than 1 TeV, for bbH mode even larger masses can yield
large number of events. This motivates development of dedicated searches for ggH and
bbH mode where additional b-jets in bbH mode can be exploited to gain sensitivity as
compared to ggH mode.
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Figure 7: Event yield at 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity for all points passing phenomeno-
logical constraints for gluon fusion process leading to mono-Z/h final state (top left, top
right panel) while the bbH production mode leading to mono-Z/h final state (bottom left,
right panel). The plots demonstrate that bbH production in general leads to high event
yields for moderate tanβ due to enhanced Yukawa couplings.
The above discussed processes correspond to prompt decays of neutralinos. In cor-
respondence to the case-3 in section 2, we also compute the production cross section for
heavy Higgs decays to long-lived χ˜±1 at the HL-LHC. For this, we consider the process,
gg/bb¯→ (H/A)→ χ˜±1 χ˜∓2 , χ˜∓2 →W∓ χ˜01.
We show the chargino production cross section times Br(χ˜∓2 → W∓ χ˜01) in the plane of
mχ˜±2
vs (mχ˜±1
−mχ˜01) (top left), mχ˜±1 vs decay length (top right) and mH vs tanβ (bottom
panel) in Fig. 8. Of particular importance here is the impact of two loop corrections on the
chargino - neutralino mass splitting and associated change in the chargino decay length. We
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have used Suspect2 to compute the MSSM mass spectrum, this version does not include
loop corrections to chargino masses. For small chargino - neutralino mass difference these
corrections are particularly important. Therefore, while the qualitative features of this
final state are robust, the quantitative estimates in particular for the chargino lifetimes are
subject to change and have not been accounted for within this work1. Fig. 8 demonstrates
the chargino - neutralino mass difference (top left), the chargino decay length (top right),
and associated cross section where the heavier chargino decays to a W boson (bottom
panel). It can be seen that in general the cross sections for these processes are large and
given the rather low background for searches involving disappearing track and heavy stable
charged particles, such final states present an interesting avenue for heavy Higgs searches.
Apart from decays of heavy Higgs to susy final states, it is also possible to produce
heavy Higgs from decays of susy particles. We alluded to this possibility in section 2 while
discussing several benchmark scenarios for heavy Higgs to electroweakino final states. It
is also possible that heavy Higgs emerges from cascade decays of susy particles apart from
electroweakinos. We explicitly demonstrate the branching ratios for t˜2 → t˜1 H, t˜2 → b˜1 H+,
b˜2 → b˜1 H and b˜2 → t˜1 H−. 2 We calculate these branching ratios with Susyhit for
the parameter space regions which satisfy all of the previously discussed experimental
constraints. In Fig. 9, we show the branching ratios for above mentioned decay modes. For
convenience we highlight points where heavy stop/sbottom masses are less than 2 TeV,
while plotting all points which have a non-zero branching ratio to heavy Higgs (grey). The
decay rate can reach up to 8−10%, however this generally requires a stop/sbottom heavier
than 2 TeV, thus limiting the reach of LHC for such processes. A detailed investigation of
this analysis is beyond the scope of this study however we stress the need of characterising
this parameter space further and understand potential for heavy Higgs final states at the
LHC. These present also an additional opportunity for exploring heavy Higgs and susy
sectors at the 100 TeV collider.
3.2 Mono-Z event kinematics
Having motivated an in-depth analysis of mono-X final states in the previous subsection,
we now turn our attention to understanding the salient kinematical features for these final
states emerging via the decay of heavy Higgs. We will rely on these kinematic features for
analysis optimization in the following sections. We expect the kinematics to be different
for electroweakino resulting from decays of heavy Higgs against the ones produced via SM
1We have also checked our scan results using the most recent version of Suspect3-beta [132] which
accounts for full one-loop and dominant two-loop radiative corrections to the masses of electroweakinos.
We get similar results as with Suspect2. However, the version Suspect3-beta is under development.
Therefore, we do not use this in our analysis.
2For this plot we do not sum up CP-even and CP-odd Higgs in final state, in case it is added the
branching ratios will be almost twice as large for these processes.
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Figure 8: The event yield for χ˜±1 production from heavy Higgs in mχ˜±2 - (mχ˜±1 −mχ˜01), decay
length - mχ˜±1
and mH - tanβ plane for all points passing phenomenological constraints. The
chargino - neutralino mass difference does not include loop corrections discussed in the text.
Event yields as a function of heavier chargino and chargino - neutralino mass difference
(top left), as a function of lightest chargino mass and lifetime (top right) and as a function
of heavy Higgs mass and tanβ are displayed.
mediators. The reason being the heavy Higgs is produced on-shell and hence should leave
an imprint of resonant production on the final state, the SM mediators responsible for direct
electroweakino production on the other hand are always off-shell. In order to understand
potential differences between the Standard Model (SM) mediated and the Higgs mediated
production of the electorweakinos, in this section, we present several kinematic features for
a few benchmark scenarios. We choose a fixed heavy Higgs mass at 800 GeV, and vary
the masses of χ˜02 and χ˜
0
1. We simulate the Higgs boson production, subsequent decays and
hadronise the events using Pythia8. We consider only gluon gluon fusion channel. The
heavy Higgs is decayed to χ˜02 + χ˜
0
1 using 100% branching ratio. We further simulate decays
of χ˜02 to Z+χ˜
0
1 also using 100% branching ratios, furthermore, Z is decayed only to electron
and muon final states. The events are passed through Delphes [133] using default ATLAS
card and the resulting final state in dilepton + /ET is analysed. For all the distributions
below, we choose events with exactly two leptons, less than equal to 2 jets in the final state
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Figure 9: Branching ratios of heavy Higgs production from heavy squarks for all points
passing phenomenological constraints. Points in grey are all points for which we find non-
zero branching ratio to heavy Higgs final state, we highlight in blue points for which heavy
stop/sbottom mass is less than 2 TeV.
with pT (j1) > 30 GeV, and /ET > 100 GeV
3.
In figure 10, we plot the missing energy (left) and the ∆R between two leptons at
reconstructed level (right). The dashed lines represent direct production of χ˜02, χ˜
0
1 while
the sollid lines represent the production of same particles except via the heavy Higgs boson
whose mass is fixed at 800 GeV. Three different benchmark points are chosen such that
the heavy Higgs always decays onshell to χ˜02, χ˜
0
1. In addition care has been taken to choose
different masses to represent a range of different boosts received by final state leptons. The
combination (mχ˜02 ,mχ˜01) = (400, 300) GeV corresponds to the maximal allowed (χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
1)
masses such that the decays of Higgs boson to electroweakinos and electroweakino to Z
are on-shell4. The missing energy distribution for direct electroweakino production or
3A discussion on the difference between parton level and detector level kinematic feature of /ET is
described in Appendix B
4It is possible that the electroweakinos via off-shell Z boson, however we do not consider this possibility
and associated kinematics in this work.
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Figure 10: Normalised distributions for missing energy of the events (left) and ∆R be-
tween two leptons (right) with preselections as defined in the text for three different bench-
mark points. The dashed lines represent production via SM mediated processes and the
solid lines represent production via heavy Higgs channel.
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Figure 11: Normalised distributions for LT of the events with preselections as defined
in the text (left) and ξ (right) for three different benchmark points. The dashed lines
represent production via SM mediated processes and the solid lines represent production
via heavy Higgs channel.
production via heavy Higgs is very similar. This is because the Z in the final state is
almost produced at rest, this is reflected in the ∆R distribution, which peaks for maximum
values. When the mass difference between χ˜02, χ˜
0
1 is increased drastically, for (χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
1) =
(400, 5), we find a very different situation. Here, the missing energy is generally harder,
the corresponding ∆R distribution shows a more collimated pair of leptons compared to the
susy counterpart. Finally, we change the situation completely and consider the largest χ˜02
mass allowed for onshell Higgs, which leads to combination (χ˜02, χ˜
0
1) = (700, 5). In this case,
the MET generated by the SM mediated process is somewhat harder than the corresponding
Higgs mediated process. We thus see an interesting complementarity between kinematic
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distributions generated by SM mediated and Higgs mediated processes.
Finally, to conclude this discussion in figure 11, where we demonstrate two more kine-
matic variables which are derived using the basic measurable quantities in the dilepton plus
missing energy final state events. The two quantities are LT which is the scalar sum of lep-
ton pT and missing energy of the event and the ξ defined by ξ = |pT,`` − /ET |/pT,`` [26, 29]
where pT,`` is the transverse momentum of the dilepton system. While LT should give
us an indication of the presence of any resonance, the variable ξ is an indicator of the
momentum imbalance in the system. For the LT distribution, (χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
1) = (400, 300) the
LT is soft, it peaks around 200 – 300 GeV, with a long tail, the distributions for the Higgs
and SM mediated processes are similar. For the other two points which correspond to
large mass difference between χ˜02 and χ˜
0
1, the LT distribution exhibits a clear end point for
Higgs mediated process over the SM mediated process. Finally, the ξ distribution shows
an interesting dependence on the mass difference, for the benchmarks with high mass dif-
ference, the distribution peaks for low values, while for small mass difference it peaks for
high values. For (mχ˜02 ,mχ˜01) = (400, 300) GeV, the leptons are produced with low pT and
therefore the final state /ET is generated from the jets. Correspondingly, the ξ distribution
peaks near 1 as opposed to other two benchmark points.
3.3 LLCP kinematics
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Figure 12: The boost received by lightest chargino (left) and the resulting transverse
displacement distribution (right) when chargino is produced in Drell-Yan processes (dashed
lines) vs. chargino produced via decays of heavy Higgs (solid lines). The mass of heavy
Higgs and heavier chargino is fixed at 1.8TeV and 434 GeV respectively, the mass of lighter
chargino is varied, mass difference between χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
1 is fixed at 0.5 GeV.
As discussed in section 3.1, heavy Higgs decays to long lived charged particles (LLCP)
can result in a substantial signal at the HL-LHC. In order to illustrate the salient kinemat-
ical differences between LLCP produced via decays of the heavy Higgs and via Drell-Yan
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process at the LHC, in this section we take a few benchmark points and analyse their kine-
matics. We use a similar setup as for the mono-Z final state in constructing the simplified
model. Concretely, we generate the process pp→ H → χ˜±1 χ˜±2 , χ˜±2 →W±χ˜01, χ˜±1 → χ˜01W ∗.
The W boson has been decayed inclusively. For the Drell-Yan production of charginos, we
simulate pair production of lightest chargino5. We generate signal and hadronize with
Pythia8, we perform no detector simulation and present the kinematics at generator level.
The heavy Higgs mass has been fixed to 1.8 TeV, and the mass of heavy chargino (χ˜±2 )
is fixed to 434 GeV. We then vary the mass of lighter chargino (χ˜±1 ) (122, 222, 322 GeV)
and fix the chargino lifetime to 3mm. For a chargino to be long lived, the mass difference
between chargino and LSP must be small, we therefore fix the mass difference between
χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
1 to be 0.5 GeV.
Figure 12 (left) shows resulting chargino boost distributions without any cuts. It
is clear that the boost received by the lightest chargino depends on the mass hierarchy
between heavy Higgs, and chargino6. The lightest chargino with a mass of ∼ 100 GeV
produced via decay of heavy Higgs (solid red line) is maximally boosted given the large
mass difference between heavy Higgs and the chargino. This boost gets smaller and smaller
as the mass of the chargino increases to∼ 200 GeV (solid blue) and∼ 300 GeV (solid green).
For the chargino pair production via the Drell-Yan process (dashed lines), the boost is much
smaller compared to the heavy Higgs decays case and the three masses show no significant
differences. Such varied boost distribution results in different transverse decay lengths of
chargino as depicted in Figure 12 (right). It demonstrates that the chargino arising from
heavy Higgs decays traverse longer distances through the detector.
Albeit these features are striking, it should be noted that the production cross section
of such processes will always be smaller than the corresponding Drell-Yan processes. This
avenue is therefore most interesting to search for presence of heavy Higgs at the LHC rather
direct chargino production.
4 Collider analysis
As shown in the previous section, the mono-X signatures arising from heavy Higgs decays
can be of an interest at the LHC. In this section, we will mainly focus on pp→ H/A→ χ˜01+
(χ˜02,3), (χ˜
0
2,3)→ χ˜01 + (Z/h) which leads to mono-Z and mono-h final state. Furthermore,
the Z and h bosons can decay to several different SM final states. Among them, we
choose 3 possible decay modes for our analysis, mainly in terms of cleanliness and/or
larger branching ratio viz. (a) Z → ``, (b) h → bb¯ and (c) h → γγ (Fig. 13 7), which
5We neglect other production channels as pp→ χ˜±1 χ˜±1 has the highest production cross section .
6In principle it also depends on the mass of the heavy chargino, however it has been fixed for kinematic
studies.
7JaxoDraw [134] has been used to generate all the Feynman diagrams in this paper.
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leads to ``+ /ET , bb¯+ /ET and γγ + /ET final states respectively. In order to uncover such
a signal at colliders, it needs to be discriminated against not just the SM backgrounds
but electroweakino production via SM mediators which leads to the same finals states,
potentially with different kinematics. To this end, we consider two kinds of background
processes viz. (i) the usual SM background production e.g. pp → V V, tt¯, V h, tt¯h, tt¯V
etc. where V denotes W± and Z boson, and, (ii) susy production via SM mediators, which
leads to the same final state as the signal processes. The second kind of background i.e.
susy production, mainly comes from the direct production of the electroweakino pairs via
the Z and W bosons in the s-channel or via squarks in the t-channel e.g. pp→ χ˜0i χ˜0j , χ˜0i χ˜±k
and χ˜±k χ˜
∓
k , where i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and k = 1, 2 as depicted in Fig. 14. We would like to
mention here that these susy backgrounds have so far not accounted for in the existing
mono-Z and mono-h phenomenology arising from decays of heavy Higgs [26, 27].
The details of SM background generation are summarised in Appendix C. While we
generate SM background with generator level cuts as specified in the appendix, the susy
backgrounds are generated without any generator level cuts.
In order to demonstrate possible optimisation of analysis, we choose the following two
benchmark points (BPs) 8 in the allowed MSSM parameter space, given in Table 3 where we
also mention the branching ratios and cross sections relevant for our mono-Z and mono-h
analysis. The common soft parameters for both of the BPs are:
M1 = 5.04 GeV, M2 = 1.06 TeV, µ = 243.24 GeV, M3 = 2 TeV,
MQ˜1L ,Q˜2L
= Mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R = Me˜L,µ˜L,e˜R,µ˜R = 3 TeV, MQ˜3L ,
= 4.91 TeV,
At = −3.65 TeV, Ab = −1.11 TeV, Aτ = −1.44 TeV, Ae,µ,u,d,c,s = 0,
Mτ˜L = 961.52 GeV, Mτ˜R = 1.07 TeV, Mt˜R = 5.91 TeV, Mb˜R, = 2 TeV
(4.1)
These BPs are allowed by all the experimental constraints except the relic density con-
straint. The BPs are chosen such that the heavy Higgs bosons have a significant branching
ratio into susy final states. Given the hierarchy of the bino, wino and higgsino mass pa-
rameters ( M1 < µ < M2), the LSP is primarily bino-like whereas the χ˜
0
2 and χ˜
0
3 contains
mostly the neutral higgsino components. Also, the χ˜±1 contain the charged higgsino fields,
while the heavy electroweakinos i.e. χ˜04 and χ˜
±
2 , becomes wino-like due to large value of
M2 parameter.
In the following subsections, we perform an optimised analysis for our chosen bench-
mark points for mono-Z and mono-h search channels. We generate the heavy Higgs
signal events i.e. pp → H → χ˜01χ˜02 and pp → H → χ˜01χ˜03 with χ˜02,3 decaying via
χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 + Z, Z → `` and χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 + h, (h → bb¯ and h → γγ), in three different
8Since the LSP is lighter here, we check against CRESST-II[135] limits before choosing these benchmark
points.
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Figure 13: The Feynman diagram of signal processes from (a) gg fusion process; 4F (b)
gg → bb¯H and (c) qq¯ → bb¯H production; 5F (d) bb¯ → H (LO), (e) gb → bH and (f)
bb¯→ gH production. The χ˜02,3 then decays to χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 + (Z/h).
production modes separately, namely, the gluon-gluon fusion (diagram (a) in Fig 13), 4F
scheme and the 5F scheme. It is important to carefully generate and match the cross
sections in the 4 flavour (4F) and five flavour (5F) schemes. The reason is as follows. The
cross section in the 4F scheme at leading order (LO) receives contribution from two QCD
processes, viz. gluon fusion production, gg → bb¯H and quark anti-quark annihilation,
qq¯ → bb¯H (diagram (b) and (c) respectively in Fig 13). The heavy Higgs production in
both of the cases are accompanied by two b-quarks. However, in case of collinear splitting
of a gluon into two bottom quarks, the logarithmic terms in the 4F inclusive cross section
becomes very large which has the form of ∼ ln(µFmb ), where µF is the factorisation scale.
Once these large logarithmic terms are taken inside the parton distribution function (PDF)
of the bottom quark, the theory remains perturbative. This is done by the re-summation
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qq¯
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∓
k )
(a)
q
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χ˜0j
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q
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χ˜±k
χ˜0i
(c) (d)
Figure 14: The Feynman diagram of susy background production e.g pp→ χ˜0i χ˜0j (χ˜±k χ˜∓k )
and pp→ χ˜0i χ˜±k with i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and k = 1, 2, in the s-channel ((a) and (b) respectively)
and in the t-channel ((c) and (d) respectively). Here, the s-channel is the dominant pro-
duction mode because the squarks in the t-channel are heavier for our chosen benchmark
points.
of these terms at all orders in the perturbation theory which makes the basis of 5F scheme.
The heavy Higgs is produced in the 5F scheme at LO mainly via the QCD process, bb¯→ H
(diagram (d) in Fig. 13) with no extra parton in the final state. The processes where heavy
Higgs is produced with a quark or gluon, become important when we demand an addi-
tional b-jets in the final state along with the heavy Higgs decay products, e.g, gb → bH
and bb¯ → gH (diagram (e) and (f) in Fig. 13). Also, the process gg → bb¯H is the LO
process in the 4F scheme which shows up in 5F scheme at the NNLO order. The cross
section in these two scheme does not match when calculated upto a fixed order because the
perturbative expansion is different in the two schemes. The cross section in the 4F scheme
is known up to NLO accuracy in QCD [136–139]. On the other hand, the 5F scheme cal-
culation is available up to NNLO in QCD [140]. The processes gb→ bH and bb¯→ gH has
been derived up to NLO order in QCD [141] and the electroweak (EW) [142]. Matching
the two schemes thus removes the potentially overlapping part of the cross section, but
accounts for genuine bottom PDF inside the proton.
The inclusive cross-section in the two schemes agrees very well with an appropriate
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Benchmark Parameters Mass (GeV) Branching Processes Cross-section (fb)
Points Ratio (%)
mχ˜01 = 3.23 BR(H(A)→ χ˜01χ˜02) = 11.00 (16.11) gg → H(A) 14.76 (29.84)
MA = 650 GeV mχ˜02 = 251.17 BR(H(A)→ χ˜01χ˜03) = 15.25 (9.46) bb¯→ H(A) 111.37 (111.86)
tanβ = 10.80 mχ˜03 = 255.55 BR(χ˜
0
2 → χ˜01Z) = 50.74 pp→ bb¯H(A) 43.00 (43.20)
BP1 eq.(4.1) mχ˜±1
= 248.20 BR(χ˜02 → χ˜01h) = 49.26 pp→ χ˜01χ˜02 18.30
mH = 650.31 BR(χ˜
0
3 → χ˜01Z) = 70.84 pp→ χ˜02χ˜02 4.71× 10−5
BR(χ˜03 → χ˜01h) = 29.16 pp→ χ˜±1 χ˜02 217.90
BR(χ˜±1 → χ˜01W±) = 100 pp→ χ˜01χ˜03 19.70
pp→ χ˜03χ˜03 9.82× 10−3
pp→ χ˜±1 χ˜03 210.20
pp→ χ˜±1 χ˜01 27.08
pp→ χ˜02χ˜03 107.00
pp→ χ˜+1 χ˜−1 126.00
mχ˜01 = 3.39 BR(H(A)→ χ˜01χ˜02) = 10.84 (15.31) gg → H(A) 5.00 (12.03)
MA = 750 GeV mχ˜02 = 251.18 BR(H(A)→ χ˜01χ˜03) = 14.26 (9.43) bb¯→ H(A) 70.21 (70.41)
tanβ = 12.10 mχ˜03 = 255.69 BR(χ˜
0
2 → χ˜01Z) = 51.80 pp→ bb¯H(A) 22.00 (22.06)
BP2 eq.(4.1) mχ˜±1
= 248.34 BR(χ˜02 → χ˜01h) = 48.20 pp→ χ˜01χ˜02 17.50
mH = 750.22 BR(χ˜
0
3 → χ˜01Z) = 70.00 pp→ χ˜02χ˜02 4.72× 10−5
BR(χ˜03 → χ˜01h) = 30.00 pp→ χ˜±1 χ˜02 217.90
BR(χ˜±1 → χ˜01W±) = 100 pp→ χ˜01χ˜03 19.40
pp→ χ˜03χ˜03 9.85× 10−3
pp→ χ˜±1 χ˜03 209.10
pp→ χ˜±1 χ˜01 26.95
pp→ χ˜02χ˜03 107.00
pp→ χ˜+1 χ˜−1 126.00
Table 3: Two benchmark points to study the mono-Z +/ET and mono-h +/ET final state.
choice of factorisation and renormalisation scale [143–145]. The cross-section in these two
schemes are multiplied by their respective weight factor and added together to get the total
inclusive cross-section of the bb¯H process. This is known as Santander matching [146]. The
weight factors for such procedure depend logarithmically on the heavy Higgs mass (mH)
and the bottom quark mass (mb)
9. The matched cross-section is given by:
σmatched =
σ4FS + wσ5FS
1 + w
,
where the σ4FS and σ5FS are the cross sections in the 4F and 5F scheme respectively, and
9The pole mass of the bottom quark, mb is used which enters in the logarithmic terms during re-
summation.
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the weight factor w, is defined as:
w = ln
mH
mb
− 2.
We use MadGraph-2.6.5 [147] to generate the signal and SM, susy background events.
For showering and hadronisation of the signal and background events, we use Pythia-8 [120]
with CTEQ6l1 PDF. We furthermore process the events through Delphes-3.4.1 [133] to
take into account the detector effects. We use the default ATLAS card with updated b-
tagging efficiency and mis-tagging efficiency of a light or c-jet as a b-jet as a function of
the jet transverse momentum, pT [148]. Jets are reconstructed using FastJet-3.2.1 [149]
with anti-kt algorithm with ∆R = 0.4. The NNLO cross-section for the signal production
from gluon fusion and bb¯H process in 5F scheme are calculated using SusHi-1.6.1 [131]
and for the 4F scheme bb¯H process we use the cross section at LO from Madgraph10. We
use Prospino2 [150] to calculate the cross section of the susy backgrounds at NLO. In
Tab. 3, we show the production cross section and the branching ratio of the relevant susy
final states. In principle, there are other susy processes viz. pp → χ˜±1 χ˜04, χ˜±1 χ˜∓1 , χ˜±2 χ˜∓2 ,
which can also contribute to the background, however owing to the negligible production
cross section and branching ratios for these processes, we exclude them from our analysis.
4.1 The mono-Z final state
In this section, we analyse the di-lepton +/ET channel coming from the mono-Z final state
viz. pp → H → χ˜01 + χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 + (χ˜01 + Z, Z → ``) in the context of the future
HL-LHC run with center of mass energy,
√
s = 14 TeV and an integrated luminosity of
3 ab−1. Here, ` refers to electron, muon and tau.
4.1.1 The ``+ /ET channel
We have discussed at the beginning of the collider analysis that our proposed signal needs
to be discriminated against the SM as well as susy background processes. We therefore
generate the following six susy backgrounds depending upon the production cross-section
as given in Table 3, viz. pp → χ˜01χ˜02,3, χ˜±1 χ˜02,3, χ˜±1 χ˜∓1 and χ˜02χ˜03. The pp → χ˜01χ˜02,3 and
pp → χ˜±1 χ˜02,3 backgrounds are generated with χ˜02,3 decaying via Z boson where leptons
contain e, µ and τ 11. For the pp → χ˜±1 χ˜∓1 , the χ˜±1 decays to W boson and LSP. The W
boson further decays to lepton (e, µ and τ) and a neutrino. In case of pp → χ˜02χ˜03, there
are two Z bosons coming from the neutralinos, where one of them decays into leptons and
the other decays into neutrinos which gives rise to di-lepton +/ET final state.
10The cross section in the 4F scheme of bb¯H process is calculated in MSSM via Madgraph by using the
SLHA file of the corresponding to benchmark as param card.
11We include τ while simulating both signal and background processes.
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The dominant SM backgrounds contributing to this channel are ZZ and WZ. We
generate them up to additional 3 jets for the ZZ background and 2 jets for the WZ
background, matched via MLM scheme [151]. This extra jet contains gluon, light quarks,
c-quark and bottom quark. The next dominant backgrounds are V V V where V = W,Z
boson and tt¯Z. These backgrounds are generated with no extra jet in the final state. In
addition, we simulate the tt¯ background where the W bosons coming from top-quark are
decayed leptonically. There are other sub-dominant background processes like Drell-Yan
production, WW , tt¯h and tt¯W . In Drell-Yan production, the leptons are produced from a
Z boson or an off-shell photon, i.e. pp→ Z/γ∗ → `` where ` contains electron, muon and
tau lepton. (For details see Appendix C). We divide our analysis into b-veto and b-tag
category in the following.
A. b-veto category
We select events containing exactly two isolated12, same flavour and opposite sign leptons
(electron or muon) with transverse momentum, pT,` > 20 GeV and pseudorapidity, |η`| <
2.47 (2.5) for electron (muon). We require the invariant mass of dilepton system, 76 <
m`` < 106
13 and the di-lepton system should be within the pseudorapidity range of |η| <
2.5. We further veto events containing b-jets (Nb = Number of b-tagged jets in the final
state) with pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5. To suppress backgrounds with high jet multiplicity
further, we restrict the maximum number of light jets (Nj) with pT,j > 20 GeV, |ηj | < 4.5
in an event to be one. These correspond to basic trigger cuts. Next, we define more
sophisticated variables over which we optimise our signal and background events.
In case of the signal events, the χ˜02,3 comes from the decay of heavy Higgs boson
along with some transverse momentum, pT . For the benchmarks considered here, the mass
difference between χ˜02,3 and the decayed particle, χ˜
0
1 is larger than mZ . Therefore, the Z
boson from χ˜02,3 decay is boosted, giving rise to collimated leptons with small ∆R``
14. A
similar feature appears for the susy backgrounds where χ˜02,3 decays to Z boson and χ˜
0
1, viz.
pp → χ˜01χ˜02,3, χ˜±1 χ˜02,3 and χ˜02χ˜03. Contrary to this observation, for the SM backgrounds,
the leptons in the final state are not boosted, viz. in diboson background the Z bosons are
produced at rest. We also use ∆φ``, /ET which is the azimuthal angle separation between the
di-lepton system and the missing transverse energy as an additional discriminating variable.
Additionally, we use a large missing transverse energy cut of /ET > 180 (210) GeV for the
1st (2nd) benchmark point.
12We define an isolated electron (muon) as a lepton candidate where the fraction of energy deposited
within a cone of ∆R < 0.5 is less than 12% (25%) of the lepton pT .
13This will reduce the contamination from the backgrounds where leptons come from different sources
rather than Z boson in signal event.
14The distance between two particles in the η−φ plane, ∆R is defined as ∆R = √∆η2 + ∆φ2 where ∆η
is the distance in the pseudorapidity plane and ∆φ is the azimuthal angle separation.
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Selection cuts
BP 1 BP 2
2`, Nb = 0
76.0 < m`` < 106.0
|η``| < 2.5
Nj ≤ 1
∆R`` < 1.3 ∆R`` < 1.5
∆φ``, /ET > 2.1 ∆φ``, /ET > 2.1
/ET > 180 GeV /ET > 210 GeV
ξ < 0.4 ξ < 0.3
Table 4: The optimised selection cuts for the cut-based analysis in the b-veto category of
``+ /ET channel.
The final discriminating variable arises from genuine imbalance in the missing energy
and visible system distribution created in different signal and background samples. We
construct the following kinematic variable, viz. ξ. We define ξ as,
ξ =
|pT,`` − /ET |
pT,``
,
which is a measure of momentum imbalance in the system. For the signal and susy back-
grounds, the di-lepton system is against /ET , which leads to ξ ∼ 0. For the SM backgrounds,
the /ET is very small as compared to the transverse momentum of the two lepton system,
giving rise to ξ ∼ 1.
Normalised distributions for all four variables discussed above (/ET , ξ,∆R``,∆φ``, /ET )
after basic trigger cuts are shown in figure 15. They show the differential distributions of
signal and background processes with respect to the corresponding discriminating variable.
It can be clearly seen that there are three distinct classes of distributions, one corresponding
to SM processes (dashed blue, green, red lines), second corresponding to susy backgrounds
(dashed dark green, yellow, black lines) and finally the signal distributions (solid red, purple
lines). These three classes of processes have different features in corresponding variables
and it shows that an optimised analysis will be capable of discriminating among the three.
Using the observations described before we do a cut-based analysis optimising for ∆R``,
∆φ``, /ET ,
/ET and ξ variables in favour of the signal events. We show the optimised cuts
chosen for the two benchmark points in Table 4 along with the applied fixed cuts. We
would like to mention here that the cuts obtained after optimisation of signal significance
for each kind of signal sample, viz. gluon-gluon fusion, 4F and 5F scheme, are similar.
In order to speed up the process of optimisation, we use only samples produced using 5F
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Figure 15: The normalised distributions of ξ, /ET , (top panel) ∆φ``, /ET and ∆R`` (bottom
panel) for the b-veto category of ``+ /ET final state, after the basic trigger cuts correspond-
ing to BP-1 scenario.
scheme and use the same optimisation for gluon-gluon fusion and 4F scheme samples. As
the kinematics of the final state is largely independent of the scheme used to produce the
Higgs bosons, this approach is justified. The final significance is however computed by
adding the correctly calculated matched 4F + 5F scheme cross section with gluon-gluon
fusion cross section. We show the cut flow table with 5F bb¯→ H signal production along
with the dominant backgrounds in Table 5 after applying all the cuts in sequence. This
demonstrates relative importance of each cut in reducing the backgrounds. In Table 6, we
display the susy and SM background yields at the HL-LHC after the cut-based analysis.
Here, we have checked that the sub-dominant backgrounds have negligible contribution and
therefore neglect them in our final analysis. It is to be noted that the susy backgrounds
contribute ∼ 10% to the total background events. The number of signal events for the gluon
fusion production and matched bb¯H process at
√
s = 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of integrated
luminosity after the cut-based analysis are shown in Table 7. Finally, we calculate the
statistical significance as S/
√
B where S is the signal yield which is defined as σ(pp →
H → χ˜01χ˜02) × BR(χ˜02 → χ˜01Z) × L ×  for the process pp → H → χ˜01χ˜02, χ˜02 → χ˜01Z where
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 is the signal efficiency and L is the integrated luminosity. Similarly, B represents the
total background yield after the cut-based analysis. We quote the final signal significance
in Table 7 which is 6.57 for the first benchmark point and 4.66 for the second benchmark
point. However, these significances drop upon adding the systematic uncertainty 15, viz.
adding a 5% systematic, the S/
√
B changes to 1.24 and 1.12 respectively. Therefore, these
results are consistent with any extrapolation of the current LHC results.
Event yield with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity
Cut flow Signal (BP 1) susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds
bb¯→ H (5F ) χ˜±1 χ˜02 χ˜±1 χ˜03 χ˜02χ˜03 χ˜01χ˜02 χ˜01χ˜03 ZZ WZ V V V tt¯Z
2` 2496.18 7684.85 10432.87 4795.57 742.56 1123.74 1103322.57 2067689.50 16250.95 12885.23
m`` 2390.77 7035.93 9519.87 4586.49 711.42 1075.88 1084793.61 1952657.22 9626.35 9046.02
|η``| 2336.32 6828.67 9244.19 4463.57 683.44 1034.78 914414.93 1687768.68 8865.32 8728.40
Nj 1872.01 2154.36 2946.11 1554.90 569.84 863.11 401277.98 552657.81 1528.08 172.32
∆R`` 1063.76 951.18 1331.72 720.86 175.97 280.26 29355.79 28789.50 285.54 48.19
∆φ``, /ET 1055.69 825.69 1150.56 667.04 171.51 273.53 23325.65 17223.41 233.95 33.59
/ET 738.34 389.89 552.49 377.55 78.10 125.48 7619.90 2388.65 97.98 9.49
ξ 720.41 362.41 514.82 362.47 75.32 121.38 7181.34 2137.21 87.98 8.76
Table 5: The cut-flow table for the benchmark point 1 in the b-veto category of `` + /ET
mode with 5F signal production and dominant backgrounds.
BPs Background yield at 3 ab−1 after all cuts
susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds Total
χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
3 χ˜
±
1 χ˜
±
1 ZZ WZ V V V tt¯Z tt¯ Background
Order NLO [150] LO LO LO NLO [152] NNLO [153]
BP 1 362.41 514.82 362.47 75.32 121.38 22.86 7181.34 2137.21 87.98 8.76 ∼ 0 10874.55
BP 2 226.92 305.28 253.91 47.65 73.30 6.82 4440.37 1131.47 57.59 5.11 ∼ 0 6548.42
Table 6: The background yield at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity after the
cut-based analysis for the two benchmark points.
B. b-tag category
The event selection in this case contains at least one b-tagged jet along with the two
isolated leptons in the final state. We perform the cut-based analysis in a similar way
as discussed in the previous section and show the selection cuts in Table 8. The signal
and background yields after the cut-based analysis is tabulated in Table 9 and Table 10.
The signal significance improves here over the b-veto analysis due to reduced background
15The signal significance formula changes with adding x% systematic uncertainty:
S/
√
B + (0.01× x×B)2
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BPs Signal rates at 3 ab−1 after all cuts Significance calculation
pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜02 pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜03 Total signal, Total background, Significance,
pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H
S =
N4F + wN5F
1 + w
B S√
B(4F ) (5F ) (ggF ) (4F ) (5F ) (NggF ) (From Table 6)
Order LO NNLO [131] LO NNLO [131] + NggF
BP 1 55.15 312.15 54.99 73.05 408.26 61.11 685.15 10874.55 6.57
BP 2 22.36 193.88 29.61 35.50 236.08 20.07 377.15 6548.42 4.66
Table 7: The signal yield along with signal significance for the b-veto category of ``+ /ET
final state.
Selection cuts
BP 1 BP 2
2`, Nb ≥ 1
76.0 < m`` < 106.0
|η``| < 2.5
Nj ≤ 1
∆R`` < 1.3 ∆R`` < 1.3
∆φ``, /ET > 2.1 ∆φ``, /ET > 2.3
/ET > 160 GeV /ET > 170 GeV
ξ < 0.4 ξ < 0.8
Table 8: The optimised selection cuts for the cut-based analysis in the b-tag category of
``+ /ET channel.
composition resulting from the extra b-jet requirement. The signal significance for the
benchmark point 1 is 10.48 (6.80) without any (with 5%) systematic uncertainty.
BPs Background yield at 3 ab−1 after all cuts
susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds Total
χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
3 χ˜
±
1 χ˜
±
1 ZZ WZ V V V tt¯Z tt¯ Background
BP 1 29.15 43.09 75.17 1.31 1.92 0.2 137.05 151.18 12.40 84.70 14.62 550.79
BP 2 37.28 43.23 80.16 1.46 1.89 ∼ 0 137.05 100.79 14.80 98.57 10.96 526.19
Table 9: The background yield at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity after the
cut-based analysis for the two benchmark points in b-tag category.
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BPs Signal rates at 3 ab−1 after all cuts Significance calculation
pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜02 pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜03 Total signal, Total background, Significance,
pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H
S =
N4F + wN5F
1 + w
+NggF
B S√
B(4F ) (5F ) (ggF ) (4F ) (5F ) (NggF ) (From Table 9)
BP 1 37.51 128.15 1.75 44.23 168.93 2.27 246.06 550.79 10.48
BP 2 23.22 100.89 0.91 25.31 125.28 0.86 184.14 526.19 8.03
Table 10: The signal yield for two benchmark points along with signal significance for the
b-tag category of ``+ /ET final state.
4.2 The mono-h final state
As we have seen in Table 3, the electroweakinos can decay to the SM Higgs with a substan-
tial rate, and can potentially be probed via the mono-h final state. The signal processes
are pp → H → χ˜01 + χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 + (χ˜01 + h). Here, we consider two possible decay
modes of the SM Higgs for our analysis, viz. h → bb¯ and h → γγ, which gives rise to
bb¯ + /ET and γγ + /ET final state respectively. The bb¯ + /ET channel has substantial rate
(BR(h → bb¯)∼ 0.58) but this channel is contaminated by huge QCD backgrounds. While
the γγ + /ET channel suffers from small production rate because of the very small decay
rate of h → γγ (BR(h → γγ)∼ 2.27 × 10−3) however has the advantage of being clean in
terms of the background contamination. In the next two subsections, we do a cut-based
analysis for these two channels.
4.2.1 The bb¯+ /ET channel
As with the previous optimisation procedure, there are two kinds of backgrounds to this
channel, viz. the backgrounds arising from the SM processes and the susy backgrounds.
In case of susy backgrounds, we generate samples associated with large production cross-
section (Table 3), viz. pp→ χ˜01 χ˜02,3, χ˜±1 χ˜02,3 and χ˜02 χ˜03. Each of the χ˜02,3 can decay into a
Z or h and χ˜±1 decays into a W boson. Based on this, there could be 5 possible final state
configurations, viz. hh, Zh, ZZ, Wh and WZ. We combine all of these decay configuration
while generating this background.
In addition, we generate the dominant irreducible SM backgrounds, viz. Zbb¯ and tt¯.
For the Zbb¯, we decay the Z boson to neutrinos to get a similar final state as the signal
event. We separately generate the tt¯ background in fully leptonic mode, in semi-leptonic
mode, and in hadronic mode. We also generate the other subdominant SM backgrounds,
i.e. Zh, Wh, tt¯h, tt¯Z and tt¯W . The Zh background is generated upon merging with
two jets in the final state by employing the MLM merging scheme. We generate the Wh
background by merging with one extra parton in the final state where the SM Higgs is
decayed to pair of bottom quarks and the W boson decays leptonically. We also generate
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Selection cuts
BP 1 BP 2
2 b-jet, N` = 0
90.0 < mbb < 130.0
Nj ≤ 1
0.4 < ∆Rbb < 1.4 0.4 < ∆Rbb < 1.3
∆φbb, /ET > 2.8 ∆φbb, /ET > 2.6
/ET > 180 GeV /ET > 210 GeV
Table 11: The selection cuts optimised in the bb¯+ /ET channel for the cut-based analysis.
the tt¯ + X backgrounds where X = h, Z,W with no extra jets in the final state. (See
Appendix C for details.)
A. b-veto category
The event selection for this analysis is governed by demanding that the event must have
exactly two b-jets with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5. We veto leptons (N` = Number of
leptons in the final state) with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.47 (2.5) (for e (µ)) in the final state
to reduce the contamination from tt¯, Wh and pp → χ˜±1 χ˜02,3 backgrounds where the final
state contains leptons. The light jets are required to satisfy the transverse momentum of
pT > 20 GeV and pseudorapidity, |η| < 4.5. Finally, we construct the kinematic variables
to perform the cut-based analysis. The invariant mass of the bottom pair will peak around
the SM Higgs mass and we require 90 < mbb < 130 GeV [154]. We further require at most
one light jet in the final state. These cuts define the set of basic trigger cuts in this analysis.
The separation in the η−φ plane between the two b-jets measured as ∆Rbb is small for the
signal event since the b-jets coming from SM Higgs are boosted, while this is not the case
for the SM backgrounds. The missing transverse energy, /ET is large for the signal event as
compared to the backgrounds as discussed previously (see section 4.1). Also, we construct
the azimuthal angle separation, between the missing transverse momentum, /ET and the
two b-jet system, viz. ∆φbb¯, /ET . We show the normalised distributions of these kinematic
variables after trigger cuts for the signal and the dominant backgrounds in Fig. 16. It can
be seen that /ET and ∆Rbb are very strong discriminating variables between the signal and
background processes.
With the discriminating variables (∆Rbb, ∆φbb, /ET and
/ET ) explained above, we suggest
a cut-based analysis optimising the signal over background. The final choice of cuts for
these variables are listed in Table 11. As explained in the previous section, we use on the
5F scheme sample for performing the optimisation. Corresponding signal and dominant
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Figure 16: The normalised distributions of ∆φbb, /ET , ∆Rbb (top panel) and
/ET (bottom
panel) for the bb¯ + /ET final state after the basic trigger cuts for the BP 1 scenario. We
show the signal distribution in 5F scheme for H → χ˜02χ˜01 and H → χ˜03χ˜01 in solid.
background yields after all the cuts in succession are displayed in Table 12. The number of
SM and susy background events corresponding to each benchmark points at the HL-LHC
configuration are given in Table 13. The final signal significance along with the signal yield
is presented in Table 14. Here, the signal significance is slightly higher than the previous
`` + /ET analysis (section 4.1.1). Since the S/B ratio is very poor in this channel which
reduces the significance drastically upon adding a systematic uncertainty, viz. for the 1st
benchmark point S/
√
B changes from 7.25 to 0.86 by adding a 5% systematic.
B. b-tag category
In this channel, we demand at least three b-tagged jets with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5
in the final state. Similar to the previous b-veto analysis, we reconstruct the kinematic
variables for our cut-based analysis. We would like to mention here that the tt¯ semi-
leptonic background has an increased overlapping distribution in ∆Rbb,∆φbb, /ET variables
with signal (0.4 < ∆Rbb < 1.4,∆φbb, /ET > 2.4), making this background dominant, unlike
in the b-veto case. We show a comparison of these distributions with the tt¯ semi-leptonic
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Event yield with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity
Cut flow Signal susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds
bb¯→ H (5F ) χ˜±1 χ˜02 χ˜±1 χ˜03 χ˜02χ˜03 χ˜01χ˜02 χ˜01χ˜03 tt¯ semi-lep tt¯ lep Zbb¯ Zh
2 b-jet 13462.02 52228.81 38069.34 24939.88 4249.15 3440.29 20986446.60 6550973.43 1819565.20 401788.02
mbb 6157.23 24030.46 14348.47 9649.61 2077.00 1335.46 4703883.62 1395298.54 330347.57 207187.49
Nj 4468.20 7432.57 4316.85 3807.65 1686.87 1081.16 438443.84 665118.39 233316.61 86474.79
∆Rbb 1860.50 2426.81 1541.98 1184.10 350.32 264.37 40719.02 41207.75 37334.54 7195.01
∆φbb, /ET 1727.71 1517.65 958.72 894.68 311.62 230.96 27122.61 24510.92 32072.74 4838.71
/ET 1305.41 902.03 575.41 544.77 180.65 130.06 7229.36 1872.63 13758.41 2542.62
Table 12: The cut-flow table for the benchmark point 1 in the bb¯+ /ET mode with 5F signal
production and dominant backgrounds.
BPs Background yield at 3 ab−1 after all cuts
susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds Total
χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
3 tt¯ had tt¯ semi-lep tt¯ lep Zbb¯ Zh Wh tt¯h tt¯Z tt¯W Background
Order NLO [150] NNLO [153] LO
NNLO (QCD)+
NLO [155] NLO [152] NLO [156]
NLO (EW) [155]
BP 1 902.03 575.41 544.77 180.65 130.06 ∼ 0 7229.36 1872.63 13758.41 2542.62 19.44 32.09 98.39 28.08 27913.94
BP 2 551.52 408.34 375.63 110.50 87.96 ∼ 0 3439.21 524.53 7768.05 1682.66 12.33 23.84 65.17 17.68 15067.42
Table 13: The background yield at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity after the
cut-based analysis for the two benchmark points.
BPs Signal rates at 3 ab−1 after all cuts Significance calculation
pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜02 pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜03 Total signal, Total background, Significance,
pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H
S =
N4F + wN5F
1 + w
B S√
B(4F ) (5F ) (ggF ) (4F ) (5F ) (NggF ) (From Table 13)
Order LO NNLO [131] LO NNLO [131] + NggF
BP 1 136.68 858.80 127.04 73.22 446.61 185.71 1211.12 27913.94 7.25
BP 2 73.87 534.32 51.74 41.17 294.46 25.12 729.65 15067.42 5.94
Table 14: The signal yield for two benchmark points along with signal significance for the
bb¯+ /ET final state.
background in the b-veto case in Fig. 17. It is particularly interesting to understand the
origin of this increased overlap. As this category demands 3 b-tagged jets, the extra b-
jet in the tt¯ background in semi-leptonic mode arises when a c-quark fakes as a b-jet in
hadronic decays of W bosons originating from tops. This fake b-jet can have high transverse
momentum and gets selected when reconstructing the two b-jet system. However, we note
that there must be a light jet around this di-b-jet system, which originates from the W
boson decay for background processes. To frame this feature in our optimisation analysis,
we first demand that events must have at most one light jet in the final state. If the events
contain a light jet then the di-b-jet system is reconstructed with b-jets closest in the η− φ
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Figure 17: The comparison between the normalised distributions of ∆Rbb (left) and
∆φbb, /ET (right panel) for tt¯ semi-leptonic background in the b-veto and b-tag category of
bb¯+ /ET final state.
plane, i.e. we select jets for which ∆Rbb is minimum. Using this bb¯ system, we compute
the distance between this b-jet system and the light jet, ∆Rbb,j , as shown in Fig. 18. This
distribution is shifted towards low values of ∆Rbb,j for the tt¯ semi-leptonic than the signal
events. Therefore, we include this variable in our cut-based analysis and put a lower bound
after optimisation. To construct the other variables, viz. mbb, ∆Rbb, and ∆φbb, /ET , we take
the two hardest b-jets in the event as before. We show the optimised selection cuts in
Table 15. We quote the background yields and final signal significance along with signal
yields after the cut-based analysis in Table 16 and Table 17. The tables demonstrate that
the final significance is about 4 for both the benchmark points. With respect to b-veto
category, we obtain lesser significance for b-tag primarily because of a different background
composition.
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Figure 18: The normalised distributions of ∆Rbb,j for the tt¯ semi-leptonic background
along with other dominant backgrounds in the b-tag category of bb¯ + /ET final state for
benchmark point 1. Overlaid in solid is the distribution for the 5F scheme signal process.
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Selection cuts
BP 1 BP 2
Nb ≥ 3, N` = 0
Nj ≤ 1
90.0 < mbb < 130.0
0.4 < ∆Rbb < 1.5 0.4 < ∆Rbb < 1.4
∆φbb, /ET > 2.3 ∆φbb, /ET > 2.2
/ET > 180 GeV /ET > 210 GeV
∆Rbb,j > 2.2 ∆Rbb,j > 1.7
Table 15: The selection cuts optimised for the b-tag bb¯ + /ET channel for the cut-based
analysis.
BPs Background yield at 3 ab−1 after all cuts
susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds Total
χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
3 tt¯ had tt¯ semi-lep tt¯ lep Zbb¯ Zh Wh tt¯h tt¯Z tt¯W Background
BP 1 45.16 32.31 143.41 2.79 1.64 ∼ 0 2947.89 470.61 741.51 40.13 0.41 164.13 44.72 6.24 4640.95
BP 2 28.16 18.48 83.34 1.88 1.88 ∼ 0 1784.78 235.30 527.80 34.40 0.26 58.68 43.44 4.16 2822.56
Table 16: The background yield at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity after the
cut-based analysis for the two benchmark points in the b-tag category.
BPs Signal rates at 3 ab−1 after all cuts Significance calculation
pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜02 pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜03 Total signal, Total background, Significance,
pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H
S =
N4F + wN5F
1 + w
+NggF
B S√
B(4F ) (5F ) (ggF ) (4F ) (5F ) (NggF ) (From Table 16)
BP 1 55.64 206.50 4.00 33.05 115.00 1.96 267.96 4640.95 3.93
BP 2 34.41 158.05 2.03 18.67 82.06 0.71 196.74 2822.56 3.70
Table 17: The signal yield along with signal significance for the b-tag bb¯+ /ET final state.
4.2.2 The γγ + /ET channel
Finally, we turn our focus on the γγ + /ET final state which is clean in terms of the back-
ground contamination with the disadvantage of having very low event yield as compared to
the other search channels discussed earlier. We generate the following susy backgrounds,
viz. pp→ χ˜01 χ˜02,3, χ˜±1 χ˜02,3 and χ˜02 χ˜03. For all of these backgrounds, the χ˜02,3 is decayed to
SM Higgs boson and it further decays to a photon pair. The dominant SM backgrounds
are Zh, Wh and Zγγ. We generate the Zh and Wh background upon merging with one
additional jet in the final state where the SM Higgs decays to γγ. For the Zγγ, we decay
the Z boson into neutrinos and merge with one extra jet in the final state. Also, we gen-
erate tt¯h with h → γγ which is a subdominant background to this final state. For details
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Selection cuts
BP 1 BP 2
2γ, N`,b = 0
122.0 < mγγ < 128.0
Nj ≤ 1
/ET > 150 GeV /ET > 190 GeV
∆φγγ, /ET > 2.7 ∆φγγ, /ET > 2.5
Table 18: The selection cuts optimised in the γγ+ /ET channel for the cut-based analysis.
see Appendix C.
A. b-veto category
In this category, the selected event must contain exactly two photons with pT > 30 GeV
and |η| < 2.5 along with no b-jets satisfying pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 in the final state.
We veto events which contain leptons with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.47 (2.5) (for electron
(muon)) in the final state to reduce the pp→ χ˜±1 χ˜02,3, Zh, Wh and tt¯h backgrounds. Since
photon has very clean signature with excellent mass resolution at the LHC, we restrict
the di-photon invariant mass within (122, 128) GeV. The number of maximum light jets
with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 4.5 are restricted to be one to reduce the backgrounds with
multiple jets in the final state. Similar to the previous sections, we optimise the signal
over backgrounds with missing energy, /ET and, the azimuthal angle separation between
the di-photon system and /ET , ∆φγγ, /ET . The normalised distribution of these variables for
signal and dominant background events are shown in Fig. 19.
The results of the optimised cuts for both of the benchmark points are displayed
in Table 18. The cut flow table for the benchmark point 1 is shown in Table 19. We
present the number of SM and susy background events at
√
s = 14 TeV with 3 ab−1
of integrated luminosity corresponding to each benchmark point in Table 20. Also, we
display the final signal significance in Tab. 21. The signal significance is very poor in
this channel. However, the signal to background ratio, S/B is large here which reduces the
effect of adding systematic uncertainty on the final signal significance, viz. a 5% systematic
changes the significance from 1.74 to 1.48 for the first benchmark point.
B. b-tag category
Here, we select events with exactly two photon and atleast one extra b-jet in the final state
meeting the basic cuts mentioned in the previous section 4.2.2. The event yield further
reduces by demanding the extra b-jet. Next, we do a cut-based analysis with the kinematic
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Figure 19: The normalised distributions of ∆φγγ, /ET (left) and
/ET (right) for the γγ+ /ET
final state after the basic trigger cuts. We overlay in solid the signal distribution for
H → χ˜02χ˜01, H → χ˜03χ˜01.
Event yield with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity
Cut flow Signal susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds
bb¯→ H (5F ) χ˜±1 χ˜02 χ˜±1 χ˜03 χ˜02χ˜03 χ˜01χ˜02 χ˜01χ˜03 Zh Wh Zγγ tt¯h
2γ 55.50 236.06 138.57 158.83 26.57 13.25 1782.53 2761.95 1663.45 175.10
mγγ 54.44 227.10 133.13 153.93 26.01 12.97 1751.64 2702.96 329.98 167.78
Nj 43.67 72.26 42.49 54.49 16.05 8.12 791.14 1122.31 259.10 2.53
/ET 23.15 23.59 14.08 18.63 6.62 3.28 54.68 31.17 19.05 0.39
∆φγγ, /ET 22.18 17.17 10.32 14.80 5.70 2.83 51.08 29.25 15.90 0.28
Table 19: The cut-flow table for the benchmark point 1 in the γγ + /ET mode with 5F
signal production and backgrounds.
BPs Background yield at 3 ab−1 after all cuts
susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds Total
χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
3 Zh Wh Zγγ tt¯h Background
Order NLO [150]
NNLO (QCD)+
LO NLO [155]
NLO (EW) [155]
BP 1 17.17 10.32 14.80 5.70 2.83 51.08 29.25 15.90 0.28 147.33
BP 2 10.90 6.23 9.35 5.22 2.57 30.02 14.82 7.83 0.15 87.09
Table 20: The background yield at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity after the
cut-based analysis for the two benchmark points.
variables, /ET and ∆φγγ, /ET . The selection cuts are presented in Table 22. We calculate the
final signal significance in Table 24.
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BPs Signal rates at 3 ab−1 after all cuts Significance calculation
pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜02 pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜03 Total signal, Total background, Significance,
pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H
S =
N4F + wN5F
1 + w
B S√
B(4F ) (5F ) (ggF ) (4F ) (5F ) (NggF ) (From Table 20)
Order LO NNLO [131] LO NNLO [131] + NggF
BP 1 2.51 14.53 2.37 1.27 7.65 1.22 21.07 147.33 1.74
BP 2 1.00 7.75 0.81 0.57 4.35 0.72 11.03 87.09 1.18
Table 21: The signal yield along with signal significance for the γγ + /ET final state.
Selection cuts
BP 1 BP 2
2γ, N` = 0, Nb ≥ 1
122.0 < mγγ < 128.0
Nj ≤ 1
/ET > 200 GeV /ET > 230 GeV
∆φγγ, /ET > 2.0 ∆φγγ, /ET > 2.1
Table 22: The selection cuts optimised in the b-tag γγ + /ET channel for the cut-based
analysis.
BPs Background yield at 3 ab−1 after all cuts
susy Backgrounds SM Backgrounds Total
χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
3 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
3 Zh Wh Zγγ tt¯h Background
BP 1 0.63 0.37 2.29 0.13 0.06 0.33 0.33 0.24 1.36 5.74
BP 2 0.32 0.19 1.28 0.15 0.08 0.15 0.25 0.16 0.72 3.30
Table 23: The background yield at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity after the
cut-based analysis for the two benchmark points in b-tag category.
BPs Signal rates at 3 ab−1 after all cuts Significance calculation
pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜02 pp→ H/A→ χ˜01χ˜03 Total signal, Total background, Significance,
pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H pp→ bb¯H bb¯→ H gg → H
S =
N4F + wN5F
1 + w
+NggF
B S√
B(4F ) (5F ) (ggF ) (4F ) (5F ) (NggF ) (From Table 23)
BP 1 1.11 3.86 0.068 0.58 2.10 0.034 4.97 5.74 2.07
BP 2 0.54 2.47 0.023 0.31 1.30 0.02 3.09 3.30 1.70
Table 24: The signal yield along with signal significance for the b-tag γγ+ /ET final state.
Summary prompt final states
We end our discussion of Higgs to susy decays in prompt final state with a summary. We
evaluate the prospect of discovering heavy Higgs in electroweakino decays at the HL-LHC.
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The signature for such decays are mono-Z+ /ET and mono-h+ /ET final state. The leptonic
decay of Z boson in mono-Z + /ET final state gives rise to `` + /ET channel. In case of
mono-h + /ET final state, we decay the SM Higgs into bb and γγ final state which gives
rise to bb¯ + /ET and γγ + /ET channel respectively. Further, we divide our analysis into
b-veto and b-tag category to account for extra b-jet requirement in case of bottom pair
fusion production mode of heavy Higgs. The `` + /ET channel can give rise to promising
signature at the collider with higher signal significance. The result improves up to ∼ 70%
upon considering b-tag category. For the case of bb¯+ /ET channel the signal to background
ratio is very poor, mainly because of large Zbb¯ and tt¯ background. To probe heavy Higgs
in this channel one has to look for better ways to reduce these backgrounds. The γγ + /ET
channel suffers from smaller event rate in spite of being a clean final state. This channel
might be very important search channel at higher energy colliders like HE-LHC or 100
TeV collider. We would like to stress that our work for the first time, demonstrates the
importance and the impact of susy backgrounds for Higgs to susy decays. The production
cross section of susy backgrounds can be comparable or larger than the signal processes
considered here. This depends on exact details of parameter space, most importantly, the
composition of electroweakinos. The relative importance of signal and susy background
process for few benchmark scenarios can be seen in Table. 3. Apart from an overall increase
in total background cross sections due to susy processes, we observe an increased overlap
in the kinematic distributions e.g. ∆Rbb and /ET as shown Fig. 16. These features of susy
backgrounds altogether can lead to an appreciable amount of contribution in the total
background. Hence one must appropriately take into account these susy backgrounds into
the analysis while searching for heavy Higgs decays in mono-X signatures at the collider.
5 Long lived charged particle (LLCP)
Along with the prompt final states discussed in last sections, it is also possible that heavy
Higgs decays into long lived chargino (few centimeters). Such long lived chargino can
then decay with a soft final state in the detector, leaving the so called disappearing track.
In this section, we turn our focus on these scenarios. As we have discussed earlier, for a
winolike LSP the mass gap between χ˜01 and χ˜
±
1 is very small and the χ˜
±
1 becomes long lived
charged particle (LLCP). We discuss the features of these LLCP and prospects of observing
them at collider in the following sections. It should be noted that the heavy neutral Higgs
will decay to pair of charginos. In case heavy Higgs decays to pair of light chargino,
the existing disappearing track searches are applicable. However as shown previously 3.1,
heavy Higgs can have a significant branching ratio to χ˜±1 χ˜
±
2 . The χ˜
±
2 decays promptly
with visible final states (e.g. leptons, photons or jets). While the existing disappearing
track searches [157, 158] are sensitive to presence of additional jets in the final state, they
veto energetic leptons. In addition to LLCP production via neutral Higgs, we also review
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charged Higgs signature which can give rise to disappearing track. This search channel
also suffers from same problem of generating additional hits which are vetoed by existing
searches.
Before we proceed, a comment about choice of benchmarks in this section is in order.
In section 2, we discussed the impact of loop corrections on the predicted chargino decay
length. In this work, we have not taken into account such loop corrections. However,
the results being discussed depend on the mass hierarchy between the heavy Higgs and
the chargino Accounting for loop corrections will largely impact the chargino decay length
while the mass hierarchy will largely be unaltered. Therefore, we consider that the choice
of our benchmark points is justified irrespective of the missing loop corrections to chargino
decay lengths.
5.1 Decay fraction of LLCP at various tracker ranges in the detector
g
g
t
(H/A)
χ˜∓1
χ˜±2
χ˜01
W±
Figure 20: The Feynman diagram for the production of χ˜∓1 from pp → H → χ˜∓1 χ˜±2 ,
χ˜±2 →W±χ˜01 process.
Here, we take three benchmark points (BPs) with a LLCP χ˜±1 , which satisfy all the
collider constraints as discussed in section 3. It should be noted that SModelS database
currently does not include disappearing track analyses results. These results may pose
additional constraints on the parameter space which are not taken into account here. For
illustrative purposes, we consider the χ˜±1 decay lengths of 3 mm, 3 cm and 30 cm cor-
responding to the benchmarks in equation 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. The LLCP is
produced via the process, pp→ H → χ˜∓1 χ˜±2 , χ˜±2 →W±χ˜01 (Fig. 20). The production cross
section of this process and the decay branching ratios for different benchmark points are
given in Table 26. We trigger these events by applying cuts on the transverse momentum,
pT and pseudorapidity, η, of W boson decay products. The analysis is divided into three
parts depending on the trigger. The first one is on the lepton from the decay of W boson
which must satisfy pT,` > 30 GeV, |η`| < 2.5. For the second trigger, the events must
contain at least one jet with pT,j > 200 GeV and |ηj | < 2.5. The events with at least two
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jets with pT,j > 150 GeV and |ηj | < 2.5 are selected in the third trigger. We also demand
that the χ˜±1 must be produced with pT,χ˜±1 > 100 GeV within |η| < 2.5 in all the trigger
choices. These choices are summarised in Table 25. The whole set-up and the analysis is
done in the Pythia-6 framework. We expect use of Pythia8 for event generation to pro-
duce largely identical results. The yield of this process after applying these trigger cuts are
listed in Table 26 at the HL-LHC with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity. We also show the
normalised distributions of the mean decay length, βcγτ for these three BPs corresponding
to different decay lengths in Fig. 21 after applying the trigger cuts.
MA = 1.76 TeV, tanβ = 16.33, M1 = 386.76 GeV, M2 = 123.77 GeV, µ = 303.24 GeV,
M3 = 4.68 TeV, MQ˜1L ,Q˜2L
= Mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R = Me˜L,µ˜L,e˜R,µ˜R = 3 TeV, MQ˜3L ,
= 7.83 TeV,
At = −2.38 TeV, Ab = 0.49 TeV, Aτ = −0.98 TeV, Ae,µ,u,d,c,s = 0,
Mτ˜L = 1.75 TeV, Mτ˜R = 1.96 TeV, Mt˜R = 3.65 TeV, Mb˜R, = 2.93 TeV
(5.1)
MA = 1.61 TeV, tanβ = 43.71, M1 = 913.40 GeV, M2 = 153.52 GeV, µ = 346.64 GeV,
M3 = 2.44 TeV, MQ˜1L ,Q˜2L
= Mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R = Me˜L,µ˜L,e˜R,µ˜R = 3 TeV, MQ˜3L ,
= 7.31 TeV,
At = −6.18 TeV, Ab = −85.77 GeV, Aτ = −1.60 TeV, Ae,µ,u,d,c,s = 0,
Mτ˜L = 1.04 TeV, Mτ˜R = 1.87 TeV, Mt˜R = 6.35 TeV, Mb˜R, = 8.23 TeV
(5.2)
MA = 1.53 TeV, tanβ = 5.76, M1 = 618.29 GeV, M2 = 307.56 GeV, µ = 626.69 GeV,
M3 = 4.90 TeV, MQ˜1L ,Q˜2L
= Mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R = Me˜L,µ˜L,e˜R,µ˜R = 3 TeV, MQ˜3L ,
= 6.18 TeV,
At = 4.43 TeV, Ab = −264.30 GeV, Aτ = 1.94 TeV, Ae,µ,u,d,c,s = 0,
Mτ˜L = 0.76 TeV, Mτ˜R = 1.11 TeV, Mt˜R = 4.15 TeV, Mb˜R, = 0.76 TeV
(5.3)
Trigger Cuts
Trigger 1 pT,` > 30 GeV, |η`| < 2.5
Trigger 2 At least one jet with pT > 200 GeV and |η| < 2.5
Trigger 3 At least two jets with pT > 150 GeV and |η| < 2.5
Table 25: Summarizing trigger cuts for LLCP scenario. Along with these trigger cuts,
additional constraints are applied on χ˜±1 which are pT,χ˜±1 > 100 GeV and |ηχ˜±1 | < 2.5.
We compute the fractional number of events where chargino decays within various
distances inside detector as the ratio of number of events within that range divided by
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Figure 21: The normalised distribution of mean decay length for the three LLCP scenario
after requiring Trigger 1 (left) and Trigger 2 (right) along with additional selection criteria.
βcγτ of Cross-section of Branching ratio Trigger cuts Event yield at 3 ab−1
χ˜±1 gg/bb¯→ H/A (fb) (%) before trigger after trigger
3 mm 1.51
BR(H → χ˜±1 χ˜∓2 ) = 40.23
BR(A→ χ˜±1 χ˜∓2 ) = 38.33
BR(χ˜±2 →W±χ˜01) = 37.75
Trigger 1 437.56 314.52
Trigger 2
905.87
403.73
Trigger 3 125.30
3 cm 18.97
BR(H → χ˜±1 χ˜±2 ) = 16.82
BR(A→ χ˜±1 χ˜±2 ) = 16.42
BR(χ˜±2 →W±χ˜01) = 37.13
Trigger 1 2287.66 1617.88
Trigger 2
4736.18
1796.15
Trigger 3 460.36
30 cm 0.93
BR(H → χ˜±1 χ˜±2 ) = 48.77
BR(A→ χ˜±1 χ˜±2 ) = 45.07
BR(χ˜±2 →W±χ˜01) = 33.72
Trigger 1 287.54 221.41
Trigger 2
595.30
241.04
Trigger 3 49.49
Table 26: Production cross-section and branching ratios for all the three benchmark points
along with the yield after putting trigger cuts at 3 ab−1. For the leptonic case, the W boson
from χ˜±2 is decayed leptonically (` = e, µ, τ), and the W boson decays to jets for the case
of jet trigger.
the number of events passing trigger criterion. We quote these numbers in Table 27 for
different χ˜±1 decay lengths. From Table 27, it is evident that due to the Lorentz factors,
the χ˜±1 decays mostly at larger distances with respect to its decay length. Such highly
boosted chargino can improve the sensitivity of the disappearing track searches as they
live for longer time in the detector. The existing disappearing track searches fail below
a chargino lifetime below approximately 3 mm, the boosted chargino produced via Higgs
with such low lifetime can lead to an additional handle for such scenarios.
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Trigger cuts βcγτ of Fraction of events after trigger in % within
χ˜±1 0− 3 mm 3− 30 mm 30 mm - 10 cm 10− 30 cm 30− 100 cm > 100 cm
Trigger 1
3 mm 26.61 59.49 13.58 0.32 0.0 0.0
3 cm 9.83 22.56 32.53 28.48 6.57 0.03
30 cm 6.16 6.27 14.07 27.99 35.27 10.24
Trigger 2
3 mm 24.07 60.49 15.10 0.34 0.0 0.0
3 cm 9.49 19.44 31.62 31.89 7.51 0.05
30 cm 5.86 6.01 13.64 27.66 36.39 10.44
Trigger 3
3 mm 23.06 60.75 15.86 0.33 0.0 0.0
3 cm 9.03 18.01 31.58 32.79 8.53 0.06
30 cm 5.90 5.63 13.04 27.07 37.53 10.83
Table 27: After triggering event with pT and η cut, the fraction of charginos which decay
in different regions of tracker (or outside) in detector with decay length of a few mm upto
few centimeters.
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Figure 22: The Feynman diagram of (a) 4F and (b) 5F charged Higgs production at LO,
which decays to electroweakinos yielding LLCP signature at the collider.
5.2 Probing charged Higgs via LLCP signature
Finally, we introduce another probe of new physics, namely supersymmetric decays of
charged Higgs. The supersummetric final states arising from charged Higgs decays have so
far not been analysed in the literature. A complete overview of these decays is beyond the
scope of this work. However, we illustrate an example of charged Higgs decays to LLCP. At
the LHC, the H± is already being searched for by its decay into various Standard Model
(SM) particles, viz. H± → τ±ν [159–162] and H± → tb¯ [163, 164]. Below top quark mass,
it is mainly produced from the top quark decay in tt¯ production, t → H+b. For the case
of mH± > mt, the charged Higgs production happens via two processes, viz. four-flavour
(4F ), gg/qq¯ → tb¯H− and five-flavour (5F ), gb → tH−. Then, these two processes are
matched to get the total inclusive cross-section, in the same way as we have discussed at
the beginning of section 4.
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In the MSSM, the charged Higgs can decay into a pair of electroweakinos, viz. H± →
χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 (Fig. 22). For a winolike LSP scenario, the χ˜
±
1 produced from the decay of H
±
can be long-lived. Therefore, the charged Higgs can be probed via missing charged track
signature. A demonstration of possible analysis is our main goal in this section. For this, we
choose the following three benchmark points from our scan, equation 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 which
corresponds to charged Higgs mass around 600, 800 and 1000 GeV respectively. The 4F
and 5F production cross-section for charged Higgs and various electroweakino branching
ratios for these benchmark points are given in Table 28.
MA = 614.75 GeV, tanβ = 13.09, M1 = 485.26 GeV, M2 = 137.58 GeV, µ = 369.81 GeV,
M3 = 4.10 TeV, MQ˜1L ,Q˜2L
= Mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R = Me˜L,µ˜L,e˜R,µ˜R = 3 TeV, MQ˜3L ,
= 7.48 TeV,
At = 4.45 TeV, Ab = −1.29 TeV, Aτ = −1.58 TeV, Ae,µ,u,d,c,s = 0,
Mτ˜L = 297.01 GeV, Mτ˜R = 1.42 TeV, Mt˜R = 3.51 TeV, Mb˜R, = 4.35 TeV
(5.4)
MA = 815.55 GeV, tanβ = 17.54, M1 = 734.01 GeV, M2 = 105.40 GeV, µ = 335.01 GeV,
M3 = 4.02 TeV, MQ˜1L ,Q˜2L
= Mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R = Me˜L,µ˜L,e˜R,µ˜R = 3 TeV, MQ˜3L ,
= 7.11 TeV,
At = 695.24 GeV, Ab = 998.64 GeV, Aτ = 198.77 GeV, Ae,µ,u,d,c,s = 0,
Mτ˜L = 1.00 TeV, Mτ˜R = 1.80 TeV, Mt˜R = 4.75 TeV, Mb˜R, = 4.27 TeV
(5.5)
MA = 1.07 TeV, tanβ = 21.40, M1 = 982.11 GeV, M2 = 118.73 GeV, µ = 310.77 GeV,
M3 = 4.41 TeV, MQ˜1L ,Q˜2L
= Mu˜R,d˜R,c˜R,s˜R = Me˜L,µ˜L,e˜R,µ˜R = 3 TeV, MQ˜3L ,
= 5.80 TeV,
At = 5.31 TeV, Ab = 92.05 GeV, Aτ = −985.05 GeV, Ae,µ,u,d,c,s = 0,
Mτ˜L = 1.32 TeV, Mτ˜R = 1.00 TeV, Mt˜R = 2.24 TeV, Mb˜R, = 1.79 TeV
(5.6)
Again, we use Pythia-6 to generate charged Higgs in both the 4F and 5F scheme,
whereas we compute the cross-sections at NLO using MadGraph-2.6.5 with the model
file [165] made by the authors of [166]. While generating the cross-sections, we set the
factorisation and renormalisation scales at µ = (mH± + mt)/2. The cross-section greatly
depends on the bottom quark mass at that scale which is not included in the model. We
take care of it by rescaling the cross-section according to the running of bottom quark mass
given in [167].
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mH± Cross-section at NLO (fb) Branching ratio
(GeV) (4F ) (5F ) Matched (%)
620.29
eq.(5.4)
11.92 16.72 15.48
BR(H± → χ˜±1 χ˜02) = 21.70, BR(H± → χ˜±1 χ˜03) = 19.76
BR(H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01) = 19.93, BR(χ˜02 → Zχ˜01) = 5.55
BR(χ˜02 → hχ˜01) = 23.16, BR(χ˜03 → Zχ˜01) = 27.88
BR(χ˜03 → hχ˜01) = 3.80, BR(χ˜±2 → Zχ˜±1 ) = 34.89
BR(χ˜±2 → hχ˜±1 ) = 27.79
819.77
eq.(5.5)
6.48 9.33 8.64
BR(H± → χ˜±1 χ˜02) = 20.49, BR(H± → χ˜±1 χ˜03) = 21.79
BR(H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01) = 22.52, BR(χ˜02 → Zχ˜01) = 26.68
BR(χ˜02 → hχ˜01) = 4.54, BR(χ˜03 → Zχ˜01) = 7.00
BR(χ˜03 → hχ˜01) = 21.81, BR(χ˜±2 → Zχ˜±1 ) = 35.74
BR(χ˜±2 → hχ˜±1 ) = 27.74
1077.18
eq.(5.6)
2.46 3.77 3.47
BR(H± → χ˜±1 χ˜02) = 19.24, BR(H± → χ˜±1 χ˜03) = 20.52
BR(H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01) = 22.23, BR(χ˜02 → Zχ˜01) = 26.72
BR(χ˜02 → hχ˜01) = 3.55, BR(χ˜03 → Zχ˜01) = 6.59
BR(χ˜03 → hχ˜01) = 20.62, BR(χ˜±2 → Zχ˜±1 ) = 36.17
BR(χ˜±2 → hχ˜±1 ) = 26.04
Table 28: The production cross-section and branching ratios for the selected benchmark
points in charged Higgs analysis.
5.2.1 `` + LLCP
Here, we consider the following decay processes of the H±, viz.
H± → χ˜±1 χ˜02,3 , χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 + (Z → ``),
H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01 , χ˜±2 → χ˜±1 + (Z → ``).
(5.7)
We choose charged Higgs decays with high branching ratio to electroweakino pairs with
the long-lived χ˜±1 . These events are triggered with the Z decay products arising from the
decay of electroweakinos. There should be exactly two same flavour opposite sign leptons
with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. The di-lepton invariant mass should be within 15 GeV
window around Z boson mass. We also demand atleast one b-tagged jet with pT > 30 GeV
and |η| < 2.5. In addition, the long-lived charged track must be within |η| < 2.5 with
pT > 100 GeV. Table 29 summarises these trigger cuts along with the number of events
at 3 ab−1, before and after the cuts. We also calculate the decay length and the decay
fractions of the LLCP within different parts of the tracker for all the benchmark points,
which are shown in Table 30.
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Trigger Z
mH± Total event yield from the processes in
equation 5.7 at 3 ab−1(GeV)
before Trigger Z after Trigger Z
pT,`1,2 > 25 GeV, |η`1,2 | < 2.5,
76 GeV < m`` < 106 GeV,
pT,b > 30 GeV, |ηb| < 2.5
620.29 427.04 173.12
819.77 262.40 119.54
1077.18 101.91 47.98
Table 29: The event yield at 3 ab−1 from all the processes before and after, applying
trigger cuts and pT,χ˜±1
> 100 GeV, |ηχ˜±1 | < 2.5.
mH± βcγτ of Fraction of events after Trigger Z in % within
(GeV) χ˜±1 (cm) 0− 3 mm 3− 30 mm 30 mm - 10 cm 10− 30 cm 30− 100 cm > 100 cm
620.29 27.66 0.91 6.90 16.22 31.31 36.09 8.57
819.77 18.10 0.90 7.94 16.97 32.75 33.86 7.58
1077.18 3.7 4.07 28.75 37.55 24.98 4.60 0.05
Table 30: The fractional number of events which decay at different parts inside tracker
for the 4F production process with H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01 in `` + LLCP category.
5.2.2 bb¯ + LLCP
In this case, the charged Higgs, H± is decayed as follows,
H± → χ˜±1 χ˜02,3 , χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 + (h→ bb¯),
H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01 , χ˜±2 → χ˜±1 + (h→ bb¯).
(5.8)
This channel has the advantage of having higher event yield because of large h → bb¯
branching ratio but may also suffer from huge QCD backgrounds. Since the b-jets will
have smearing effect from the detector at collider, we simulate the detector effect with
Delphes-3.4.1 with the same configuration as discussed in section 4. The events should
contain atleast two b-jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5. Since the b-jets are coming from
the SM Higgs boson, the invariant mass of the two b-jets must be in the range, [90, 130]
GeV with the separation in the η − φ plane as ∆Rbb = [0.4, 2.0]. As before, we allow only
those LLCP track which are within |η| < 2.5 with pT > 100 GeV. We show these trigger
cuts along with the event yield at 3 ab−1 in Table 31. In Table 32, we list the fractions of
charginos which decay at different ranges inside tracker.
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Trigger hbb
mH± Total event yield from the processes in
equation 5.8 at 3 ab−1(GeV)
before Trigger hbb after Trigger hbb
pT,b1,2 > 30 GeV, |ηb1,2 | < 2.5,
90 GeV < mbb < 130 GeV,
0.4 < ∆Rbb < 2.0
620.29 3060.04 238.06
819.77 1801.37 169.75
1077.18 649.55 68.58
Table 31: Summarising the trigger cuts (additional cut: pT,χ˜±1
> 100 GeV and |ηχ˜±1 | < 2.5)
and the event yield at 3 ab−1 in the bb¯ + LLCP category.
mH± βcγτ of Fraction of events after Trigger hbb in % within
(GeV) χ˜±1 (cm) 0− 3 mm 3− 30 mm 30 mm - 10 cm 10− 30 cm 30− 100 cm > 100 cm
620.29 27.66 6.43 7.86 16.55 31.49 32.08 5.59
819.77 18.10 6.09 8.96 17.59 31.27 30.00 6.09
1077.18 3.7 10.55 31.13 34.07 20.67 3.54 0.04
Table 32: The fractional number of events which decay at different parts inside tracker
for the 4F production process with H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01 in bb¯ + LLCP category.
5.2.3 γγ + LLCP
Finally, we decay the charged Higgs, H± as below,
H± → χ˜±1 χ˜02,3 , χ˜02,3 → χ˜01 + (h→ γγ),
H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01 , χ˜±2 → χ˜±1 + (h→ γγ).
(5.9)
This is the cleanest channel because of the photons in the final state at the cost of event
yield. In this channel, we demand exactly two photon and at least one b-tagged jet with
pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5. The di-photon invariant mass must fall in the range, [122, 128]
GeV with the ∆R separation between the photons, ∆Rγγ = [0.4, 2.0]. Here, the event yield
(Table 33) is negligible even at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity. We would
like to mention here that the matched cross-sections in Table 28 becomes 113.84 fb, 75.50
fb and 38.44 fb for mH± = 620.29, 819.77, and 1077.18 GeV respectively at the proposed
HE-LHC (High Energy LHC) with
√
s = 27 TeV. This will increase the event yield an
order of magnitude higher to have a better prospect of observing charged Higgs in this
channel. We show the decay fractions of charginos at different track ranges in Table 34.
Summary LLCP final states
To summarise this section, we find possible interesting signatures for discovering heavy
neutral and charged Higgs boson at the collider. Because of the boost received from the
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Trigger hγγ
mH± Total event yield from the processes in
equation 5.9 at 3 ab−1(GeV)
before Trigger hγγ after Trigger hγγ
pT,γ1,2,b > 30 GeV, |ηγ1,2,b| < 2.5,
122 GeV < mγγ < 128 GeV,
0.4 < ∆Rγγ < 2.0
620.29 11.93 3.65
819.77 7.03 2.38
1077.18 2.53 0.87
Table 33: Summarising the trigger cuts (additional cuts applied on χ˜±1 : pT,χ˜±1 > 100 GeV
and |ηχ˜±1 | < 2.5) and the event yield at 3 ab
−1 in the γγ + LLCP category.
mH± βcγτ of Fraction of events after Trigger hγγ in % within
(GeV) χ˜±1 (cm) 0− 3 mm 3− 30 mm 30 mm - 10 cm 10− 30 cm 30− 100 cm > 100 cm
620.29 27.66 0.89 7.71 16.30 31.60 35.56 7.94
819.77 18.10 0.90 8.22 17.46 31.95 34.28 7.19
1077.18 3.7 3.93 29.98 37.70 24.41 3.94 0.04
Table 34: The fractional number of events which decay at different parts inside tracker
for the 4F production process with H± → χ˜±2 χ˜01 in γγ + LLCP category.
heavy Higgs decay, the charginos can travel larger distance inside the detector compared to
their decay length. This can improve the existing sensitivity on disappearing track searches
and look for possible signature of heavy Higgs production. If the decay length of LLP is
less than 1 cm or a few mm, a short track is formed, called tracklet. Their search has been
proposed in the literature [157, 168–170] 16. In case of charged Higgs production, one can
look for ``+ /ET , bb¯+ /ET and γγ+ /ET final states along with a disappearing charged track
with large transverse momentum. Background contamination to these final states mainly
comes in the form of fake track signature due to incorrect reconstruction of hits inside
tracker, along with SM particles giving rise to similar final states. Data-driven techniques
could play an important role in estimating these backgrounds which is beyond the scope
of our work. Instead we compute the event yield for such signal processes at the HL-LHC
and calculate the fraction of events which decay at different parts of the tracker. In short,
the features of these final states opens a new avenue to search for heavy Higgses at the
collider.
16In case of disappearing track, one has to measure the lifetime of LLP. This can be looked up for example
in Ref. [171] and the references therein.
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6 Conclusion
In this work, we visited the decays to heavy Higgs to supersymmetric particles, particularly
concentrating on the electroweakino sector. After performing a survey of available MSSM
parameter space, we chose a few benchmark scenarios and analysed in detail the reach
of HL-LHC for these benchmark in the mono-X category, particularly concentrating on
mono-Z (dilepton) and mono-h (bb¯, γγ final states. These were further split into analyses
depending on the Higgs production mechanisms which corresponded to b-tag or b-veto
category analysis. This resulted in a total of six analyses categories.
In order to perform signal optimisation, we considered events originating from SM
backgrounds as well as direct susy production at the LHC. We demonstrated by con-
structing specific kinematic variables, that it is possible to discriminate between direct
electroweakino production and electroweakino production via Higgs decays. Such discrim-
ination relies on the fact that electroweakino production via heavy Higgs decays carries
an imprint of the resonance, while the direct electroweakino production takes place via
off-shell SM mediators.
In terms of optimised analysis, we get the largest significances for the dilepton +
MET final state due to the cleanliness of the signal at the LHC. Within this category, we
demonstrate that exploiting additional b-tagged jet helps improve the significance of the
signal. The second most important channel is the bb¯+ /ET final state, which results in the
mono-h events. In this case, tagging the additional jet actually reduces the significance
due to increased backgrounds. The least promising final state is the γγ + /ET final state.
This is understandable as the SM Higgs to photon branching ratio is very small, therefore
even if the channel is clean, it is not helpful at the LHC.
Complementing our analysis in the missing energy final state, we also explored the
possibility of heavy Higgs decays to long lived chargino. These chargino travel a finite
distance in the detector before decaying, therefore producing the disappearing track sig-
nature. Heavy Higgs decays to long lived chargino can involve visible states along with
disappearing track in the detector e.g. jets or leptons. We demonstrate that boost gained
by the chargino due to on-shell Higgs mediator might be exploited for such searches po-
tentially increasing the reach of LHC searches for disappearing track analyses in addition
opening another channel for heavy Higgs searches.
While the existence of susy at the LHC is increasingly being doubted, all attempts
should be made to search for a possible signature before abandoning the avenue. With this
in mind, the heavy Higgs decays to susy present an interesting opportunity to search for
new physics scenarios at the HL-LHC.
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A Random scan results
Figure 23: Scatter plots in the plane of various MSSM parameters and masses.
In this appendix, we discuss the results of our flat random scan in the plane of various
MSSM parameters. In Fig. 23, we show different mass planes to this effect. They are
mA − tanβ (top left), Ωh2 −Mχ˜01 where Ωh2 is the relic abundance of dark matter (top
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right), µ − M2 (middle left), Mχ˜±1 − Mχ˜01 (middle right), Mb˜1 − Mt˜1 (bottom left) and
Mb˜2 −Mt˜2 (bottom right) plane. We plot the allowed points after each of the experimental
constraints i.e. SM Higgs boson mass range (122, 128) GeV, LEP constraints (grey), the
flavour physics constraint (blue), Higgs signal strengths and heavy Higgs searches (green),
dark matter direct detection constraint (yellow) and finally LHC constraints (red). The
exact codes tools and experimental constraints used here, has been mentioned in section 3,
In general there are a few take home messages here. First, we see that in general points
with light pseudo-scalar Higgs are ruled out primarily by the heavy Higgs searches in
combination with the SM Higgs signal strength measurements. Second, in general light
electroweakinos are in general allowed at the LHC, such points are either strongly wino-
like or strongly higgsino-like if at least one of the electroweakino is to be light. For heavier
electroweakinos in general an arbitrary combination can be obtained. Such an observation
has important consequences at the LHC, as a wino-like LSP is often accompanied with a
long lived chargino. This is reflected in our benchmark points. Finally, we also see that
generally it is difficult to obtain light stop and sbottoms at the LHC.
B Parton level kinematics
At the parton level, the heavy Higgs is produced almost at rest in case of resonant pro-
duction and the leptons from Z boson gets boost only from the mass difference between
neutralinos (mχ˜02 −mχ˜01). In case of direct production, the neutralinos are produced with
large transverse momentum (pT ) which goes into the final state leptons along with the
contribution coming from the mass gap between neutralinos. Therefore, the direct susy
production creates more missing transverse momentum (/ET ) compared to the resonant
production. Fig. 24 describes this feature which has an endpoint for the resonant susy pro-
duction. Now, at the detector level the whole system of neutralinos gets recoiled against
jets. The heavy Higgs in the resonant production is now produced with some boost as com-
pared with parton level case and give similar /ET distribution from direct susy production
for (mχ˜02 ,mχ˜01) = (400, 300) and (400,5) GeV cases which is depicted in Fig. 10.
C Summarising the cross sections and generator level cuts for the SM
backgrounds
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Figure 24: Normalised distribution of /ET at the parton level. The other details are same
as the left plot of Fig. 10.
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Process Backgrounds
Generation-level cuts (` = e±, µ±, τ±)
(NA : Not Applied)
Cross section (fb)
pp→ H → χ˜01 + (χ˜02,3)→ χ˜01 + (χ˜01 + Z, Z → ``) final state
``+ /ET
ZZ + jets
pT,j/b > 20 GeV, |ηj | < 5.0, |ηb| < 3.0,
∆Rb,j
17> 0.2
11427.77
WZ + jets same as ZZ + jets 39684.46
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